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Introducing this issue ...

THE SECOND COMING OF THE
SECAUCUS SEVEN
Late in the production of this issue, I
took a few hours off and saw a
likeable entertainment about reunion,
"The Big Chill. "
But I had my doubts. It's not that I
didn't recognize the characters - 60's
college activists facing pre-midlife (or
peath) crisis, wondering where it all
has gone, and doing the best they can.
Doing the best you can, however,
day-by-day, on your own; giving up
friends and community, and making
big bucks in the process is not the
path which led to the Gatherings. '83
portrayed in this
At the Association for Humanistic
Psychology, 1,000 people, most of
them involved in work they see as
socially/spiritually useful, celebrated,
networked and learned together'- to
better return to a world which had not
overwhelmed them.
At the Midwest Academy retreat
and the Consumer Co-op Alliance
Institute, activist organizers (in one
case, community and political, in the
other, cooperative) exchanged the
merits of program and strategy.
At Dance New England, folks
worked hard and lived in intensive
community for nine days doing no
more or less than extending what they
already have together in their own
communities.
At the People's March for Jobs,
Peace and Freedom, a quarter of a
million Americans demonstrated their
solidarity for a broad range of
political and social goals rooted in the
civil rights, anti-war and social justice
activism ofthe 80's.
The 60's are a decade and a half
ago, and some people have grown up.
I didn't see those grown-ups in the
"Big Chill." I saw big kids, likeable
mostly. How comforting. All the
"issues" are in the past, and now it's
all "personal."
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Nuclear war, the degredation of the
environment, colonialism in Central
America, ten million unemployed
must be in another world. Their big .
insight, the "big chill," is there's a
world out there which doesn't love
them and isn't very nice.
I must have missed something.
Isn"t that what a whole generation
figured out, via Vietnam if nowhere
else? Maybe these activists went back
to the mainstream, many did, but
shouldn't there be at least an interest
in; a small degree of sophistication '
about the politics of this not-so-nice,
unloving world?
I'm not asking for "Man of Iron"
with Lech Walesa in a walk-on role.
lust a moment when some character
in some TV /Hollywood spectacular'
looks around at his/her supposed
peers and says, "Hey, I was at
. Midwest Academy-CCA-AHP-DNE:
People's March last summer, and I
don't see how what we're doing or
talking about here fits with that."
Well, enough of a movie that's at
least interesting enough to provoke
me. The point (I think) is that these
players had no coherent vision or
support structure to connect with
each other except their nostalgia.

The 'Gatherings this sinnmer were
jammed with excited, energetic folks
in their 50's and 40's as well as 30's
and 20's. They were busy testing and
reporting out paradigms, theories and
strategies.
For example, take the,chart below.
Hazel Henderson used it at AHP:
no wonder traditional economic
analysis fails to explain our economic
condition when 500/0 of the economy
is ignored by traditional measures.
For Hazel, this understanding calls
for an economy which fully protects ·
the resources which are presently
exploited, and rewards those who
contribute.
Well, between her books, travels
and new TV show, Hazel's alinost as
available as a movie, so you can
pursue this specific idea through her.
But ideas are available;
communities of people with shared
commitment and values do exist; the
struggle for justice remains real, at
least for those who are denied it.
We do not have to implode through
our own narcissism. If we look in the
stream, besides our own reflection we
will find the earth below and the sky
above.
The water's fine. Come on In.
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VALS
In the fascinating VALS study we've
reprinted, a market analysis
concludes that about a fifth of the
American adult population (and
growing) is operating out of a
world view that can be described as
"inner-directed." The study provides
a useful validation that the thousands
who gather are only the tip of
millions. Watch out, Hollywood.
Pueblo-to-People and the Michigan
cooperative education project are
reports on ch!i11enging, useful
innovations. We'r,e delighted to
welcome Jerry Voorhis to these pages
with an essay on the neccesity and
effectiveness of cooperative

development. Jerry was president of
the
League of the USA
for 20 years. Before that, as a liberal
congressman from California, he was
only the first casualty of Richard
Nixon's ruthless upward mobility.
Co-op America recently celebrated
its first anniversary of beginning
operations. In this issue of
Communities, it offers our readers a
Holiday Catalog, and introduces
many new members of Co-op
America to Communities, For those
of you who fit into both categories,
you should have received two copies.
We hope that seems as good an idea
to you as it did to us - pass it on.

RIP, NEW HAVEN FOOD COOP
You may have noticed that the
Unschool Educational Services Corporation is the publisher of
Communities. The VESC is a
tax-exempt, educational development
corporation devoted to the support of
humane and cooperative alternatives.
A year ago, it received a 510,000
. contribution and immediately put it
up as a letter of credit in an attempt to
save the New Haven Food Coop. A
noble, but vain attempt, with few
regrets for trying.
Nevertheless, almost 57,000 was
lost by VESC, inhibiting its capacity
to support other worthwhile projects,
including Communities Magazine.
Tis the season to consider charitable,
tax-deductable contributions. Any
checks made out to VESC and mailed
to Communities, box 753, New
Haven, cr 06503 will be well used.
COVERPERSONS
Our coverpersons are Grace and
Terre Parker. Terre has not been to as
many demonstrations as her mother
- a veteran of Columbia U. and
Seabrook; ex-New Hampshire
coordinator for AFSC, co-director of
Another Place Conference Center,'
present Marketing Director for the
Calvert Social Investment Funds.
Speaking of grown-ups!
-PEF
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PUEBlO 10 PEOPlE
The reason that the 'majority of the people ("pueblo" in
Spanish) in the resource rich countries of Latin America
live in substandard conditions is that, since the time of the
Spanish conquest they have been consistently blocked out
of the mainstream economic and political life. This
situation has resulted in a concentration of political power
and economic resources that is far from democratic and
just. For example, in Central America 73 .2070 ofthe arable
land is owned by only 4.4% of the landholders. The best of
this land is used to grow coffee, cotton, bananas, sugar
and beef which wind up on the supermarket shelves in the
industrialized countries of North America and Europe.
from these exports permit the elite to enjoy a
lavish standard of consumption and make them still more
powerful and resistive to change. Moreover, the staple
grains are forced to be grown on the land that is left over,
often steep and eroded. Consequently, despite the strenuous efforts of the small scale farmers, the substandard
food production does not meet local consumption needs.
The more pervasive consequences of this concentration
of power are the high incidences of mortality among
children as poor nutritional status makes them vulnerable
to the ravages of infectious diseases. According to United ·
Nations calculations, 40-70% of all deaths in children
under five in Latin America are due, directly or indirectly,
to malnutrition. This means that every year there are at
least 500,000 unnecessary deaths in countries with tremendous food production potential. Moreover, when the
masses try to protest these appalling conditions they are
brutally repressed. In many countries human rights are
blatantly disregarded. Government forces or tacitly
sanctioned right-wing para-military organizations regularly engage in kidnappings, assassinations, tortures and I
general intimidation of members of labor unions, student
leaders and peasant activists among others that are deemed
a threat to the interests of the dominating elite.
Naturally this dimension of human misery is and should
be a source of concern for people in industrialized
countries. Many ask themselves, "What can be done
help alleviate this drastic situation?" One reaction has
always been to give handouts in the form of international
development aid. Most of this money, however, is
channeled through the very governments the are controlled
by the elite of the countries and subsequently wind up
supporting overpayed, undermotivated bureaucrats. Also
much of it is aganist the prevailing status quo. Moreover
this aid does not face up to the real issues of
transformattons in structures so necessary for each
individual to attain his full potential for his own benefit
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·and for that of his entire country.
For any changes to be meaningful, they have to come
from within the countries themselves, specifically from
those being oppressed by the current system. There are
many groups that are organizing at the base level to be able
to present a common front to the elite that have dictated
their lives for centu.ries. These groups are comprised of
dedicated, highly motivated individuals who have earned
the deep respect of the poor masses they represent and who
clearly have an excellent grasp of the situation and the
strategies to pursue. Peublo to People is fully dedicated to
supporting these ongoing organization efforts at a grass
roots level. The role which for a foreign entity seems to
make the most sense is that of opening lines of interchange
and communication between the "pueblo" of Latin
America and the people of the industrialized nations of
North America and Europe.
The most concrete of Pueblo to People's activities is to
act as an alternative marketing service, so that the
producers are not exploited
a series of prQfit-seeking
middlemen. Income producing projects are formulated for
local cooperatives, often building upon skills already
existing within the community. Items are produced to
specifications so that they can be sold on the international
as well ·as on the national market (so as not to create total
dependence on foreign whims).
Additionally, the products marketed directly in the
industrialized countries serve as a medium through which
to dispel stereotyped images of the poor of underdeveloped countries. We take every opportunity for raising
public awareness as to the root causes of the poverty and
turmoil. Pueblo to ·People sets up booths at fairs,
fleamarkets, consumer cooperatives and gatherings of
potentially sympathetic organizations and then tells the
story of the people who produced the articles. We have
also started mail-order on some items. When an item is
bought it forms a concrete bond between the purchaser and
the poor producer. All this is reinforced by posters,
brochures and slide shows that point to the structural
bottlenecks to true economic democracy. These materials
are carefully worded to be digested by a public that has
long been misled to view Russian or Cuban influence as the
prime cause for unrest in Latin America. The concept is
introduced that huge multinational corporations are
further concentrating the power in the elite and that the
U.S. military aid is used to repress the masses in their
demands for a just and representative government of the
people. Wherever possible, direct statements made by
poor people are used as opposed to interpretations of

EISalvador

Honduras
Honduras has a tradition of strong,
grass roots peasant organizations
that are a spin-off from the labor
unions on the banana plantations.
One of them, the Union Nacionel de
Campesinos (National Peasant
League) is made up of hundreds of
community-based cooperatives each
'with 20 to 100 families. In order to ,
meet their many needs, they decide
what to produce and elect local,
regional and national leaders in the
best of democratic traditions. Their
main purpose is to collectively' press

for badly needed land reform. In
consultation with the UNC, Pueblo
to People has provided financing
and technical assistance to several
cooperatives such as the one that
mills tropical hardwoods and those
that have begun small furniture
shops. We have recently started
promoting cashews produced by
UNC coops in the extremely dry and
poor area of Choluteca. We also
work with several other producer
groups including women's sewing,
baking, and basketry cooperatives.

,

Nicaragua
Nicaragua is a country that has gone
through 40 years of heavy-handed
dictatorship, a devastating
earthquake, and a nationalistic
revolution. The new Sandinista
government has embarked on
ambitious social programs to better
the lot of the poor. Education,
health services, and staple grain
production have dramatically
improved. We feel that in order to
assure Nicaraguan independence
and democracy it is important
to strengthen the growing number of
grass-roots organizations. We have
begun working with several of these.
It is our feeling that the people of
Nicaragua want to be understood
and listened to by the people of the
U.S .... not isolated.

\

El Salvador is the focus of world
attention because of the civil war
being fought there. The root of the
problem lies in centuries of poverty.
and injustice. The dominating elite
have.resisted peaceful reforms·and
have thereby polarized the situation
to its present level of senseless
violence. Fear has caused 10010 of the
population to flee the country.
Many thousands are in refugee
camps in Honduras. Pueblo to
People, in conjunction with
international relief agencies, is
trying to help create an income for .
the refugees by marketing the
hammocks they produce. Weare
also trying to raise public awareness
concerning their current plight and
the reasons behind it.

Guatemala
, In Guatemala the majority of the
population is Mayan and most still
adhere to Mayan Indian traditions.
Backstrap looms are still used to
weave fabrics that are world-famous
for their distinctive colors and
designs. Yet this colorful and
fascinating exterior hides lives filled
with suffering and fear. Ever since
the Spanish conquest the Indians
have faced poverty and
discrimination. Thousands of them
have been killed or forced to flee
their homes in recent years because

foreigners. Pueblo to People does not presume to speak for
these organized base groups but to help in the diffusion of
their message. It also seeks to put organized groups directly
in touch with complementary entities such as solidarity
committees and consumer cooperatives in developed
nations. Also, because of the background of some of the
staff, Pueblo to People can respond in a limited way to
requests for technical assistance, for example, in maternal
and child health care programs organized by peasant
groups.
Funding for Pueblo to People comes primarily from
many of its projects and therefore it is autonomous and
has no commitments to any agency, governmental or
private. It is a non-profit corporation (recognized as such
by the I.R.S.) and even though most of the staff have
advanced degrees and experience in lucrative fields,
nobody makes more than $10,000 per year. It is a way for

of the civil strife engulfing the
country. Most Indian families lack
enough hind to adequately feed
themselves especially since the
subsistence cycle had been disrupted
by the turmoil. Many of them now
depend heavily on their craftwork to
provide them with enough income to
meet basic necessities. The hats and
the woven items are part of Pueblo ".
to People's efforts to help them and
to expose North Americans to the
reality within which they live.

progressive individuals in 'the developed countries to
become involved, earn an adequate income doing work
that directly impacts on desperately needy individuals and
yet allows time to pursue other related activities. Working
with organized peasant groups comprised of highly
motivated and consistently self-sacrificing individuals , is
an experience that is inspiring and, at the same tiine.
humbling. Moreover presenting and discussing these topics
with a broad spectrum of the public in the industrialized
countries provides surprising insight into prevailing attitudes, values and biases. If you feel like you would like to
help us by purchasing, donating, or promoting in your area
please contact us. If you would like to promote the
products and information please keep in mind that it can
be a way to add financial support to you or your group's
work. We are always open to your questions and
suggestions.
0
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CO-OPS
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The project is
unique and
timely in its
methodology,
local vitality and
potential for
national
distribution . . .

For the past year and a half, the cooperatives of
Michigan have been involved in a unique effort to
strengthen the foundation of cooperation through the
education of students in public schools. That effort has
received support from students, parents, teachers,
administrators, professional associations, community
groups, leaders in consumer economics education and
labor-management relations, and from the cooperative
sector. The effort also has received coverage in local
newspapers and in state and national cooperative and
related professional publications.
For the public sector, the Curriculum Guide on
Cooperatives has been designed to foster the analysis of
social and economic values, systems and institutions in
terms of equality and justice in the production,
distribution and consumption of the necessities of life.
Moreover, the education occurs in the process of
practical experience that involves students in their
community and in personal and group problem-solving
and decision-making situations, while they also gain
basic skills and knowledge for a productive future.
For the cooperative sector, the Michigan Cooperative
Education Project has been designed with an eye toward
member education, promotion and cooperative
development. It also provides an opportunity for co-ops
to be further involved in their communities and work
together toward common goals with other cooperatives
and related organizations on local, state, and national
levels.
Working from the premise that education of youth is
an investment in the marketing of cooperatives, co-ops
in Michigan have fashioned a curriculum that works. In
a practical manner, the interdisciplinary materials
address job skill training, career and leadership needs as
well as academic education. By participating now,
educators, cooperatives and related organizations can
guarantee full development of this project, ensuring
that it will reach its potential to stimulate and nurture a
cooperative spirit in our young people.
The project is unique and timely in it methodology,
local vitality and potential for national distribution.
While much of the financial burden has been carried by
Michigan's cooperative business sector, refinement and
documentation of the materials for national use will
depend on national participation.
by Ebba Hierta and Michael F. Buda

come to
michigan school systems
Reading, 'rltlng and 'rlthmetlc, taught to the tune 0/
cooperatives? Many teaching methods are used to help
youngsters learn the three staples 0/ education. One 0/ the
latest methods Incorporates them Into a thorough study 0/
cooperatives.

". Last spring, three middle schools in Michigan partitipated
in a pilot curriculum on cooperatives, designed by the
Michigan Alliance of Cooperatives (MAC) with the state
Department of Education. The program, one of the first in
the nation, got its start in 1979 when then-Governor
William Milliken recommended incorporating information
about co-ops into teacher education and school curricula.
Several more Michigan schools will use the co-op
curriculum during the 1983-84 school year and credit
unions are helping to promote the program.
The MAC curriculum program has received financial
support from the Michigan Credit Union League and the
Michigan Credit Union Foundation, as well as MCUL
staff input. It also has been endorsed by the Cooperative
League of the U.S.A. (CLUSA) and has gained favorable
comment and the promise of advisory assistance from the
Credit Union National Association (CUNA). The program, once firmly established in Michigan, is seen as
.
having adaptability throughout the country.
The curriculum incorporates iqformation about co-ops
in conventional classes. For instance, students keep a
journal of their co-op related experiences in language arts,
study their roles as producers and consumers, do market
surveys on co-ops in social studies, learn personal and
co-op management in math class, study price comparisons
in home economics, carry .out production projects and
examine technology in science, and make products for
their producer co-op in creative arts or industrial arts,
take a look at their future with co-ops in career educatIon
classes.
In the curriculum's first stage, students research
different types of businesses and analyze cooperative and
competitive values. Guest speakers, field trips .and
day-long mini-internships reinforce the information presented on co-ops. The second and third stages encourage
students to form their own producer and consumer
cooperatives enabling them to understand co-op principles
and economics.
An important aspect of the co-op curriculum is
Reprinted/rom Contact Magazine, Magazine of the
Michigan Credit Union League

community involvement, explains Ebba Hierta, project
director for the Michigan Alliance of Cooperatives.
"Support arid input from local cooperatives and credit
unions has a direct effect on how teachers present and use
the available materials. Our three pilot schools were
supported by co-ops and credit unions in various ways and
teachers and student alike were enthusiastic about the.
curriculum. Parents got involved with the student co-ops
and the program received press coverage in each community."
One of the pilot schools, Ubly Middle School, located in
a rural community in northeast Michigan, was aided by the
Thumb Electric Co-op. The seventh and eighth graders
participating in the curriculum formed the Busy Beaver
Co-op and sold breadboards and key holders they had
made in the school's industrial arts shop. The school found
the program to be so successful; they are considering
making it part of the regular curriculum, according to the
.
school's principal.
At Forsythe Intermediate School in suburban Ann
Arbor, another pilot school, students formed a producer
co-op which made lapel "slogan" buttons for clubs and
businesses. The school received monetary support for the
co-op curriculum project from the Huron Valley Chapter
of CUs. University of Michigan Employees CU and local
co-ops providCd funding and resource people and miniinternships for students.
.
"Schoolisn't always real," says Janet Kahan, a SCIence
teacher at Forsythe, "and consequently kids don't always
pay attention to what's being presented. This project had
real life experiences and the kids learned much more than
they would have from text book lessons."
.
After deciding what type of co-op to establish and
adopting bylaws, the students formed six work crews to
handle sales, publicity and design of the buttons, as well. as
putting together a catalogue of button designs and keepmg
records.
"When a problem arose the work crews
and
run
worked . together to make the entire
smoothly " Khan explains. "The kids really picked up the
, work values and saw first hand why t hey' re
cooperative
beneficial. "
At the end of the project the students expressed how
much they enjoyed learning about cooperatives, Kahan
says .. "It was nice to hear kids come right out and
on something they'd learned. They talked about the SPInt
and values of co-ops and I'm sure many of them will join
credit unions and co-ops when they're older."
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Students at Andrew Jackson Middle School, located in a
low-income neighborhood of Detroit, formed a food co-op .
while participating in the pilot curriculum.
Besides studying and experiencing co-ops, the students
benefited from the money management skills presented,
says Wayne Steyer, a math teacher at the school. The
Michigan CU League gave the school a Money Management Kit to use in the curriculum and Mike Wilson, vice
president of the MCUL's Youth Involvement Board,
helped Steyer and other teachers' prepare lesson plans on
co-ops and CUs;
"When we began to present the curriculum, very few
students knew about co-ops or credit unions," explains
Steyer. "And once I began teaching money management, it
was obvious that many kids didn't know much about
personal finance either. In fact," he adds, "most students
had no idea how to write a check or what securing and
repaying a loan involved."
Once the students decided to establish a food co-op, the
compared food prices and quality, and researched how to
get the best value for their money, Steyer says. The co-op
operation got underway with students taking food orders
from teachers, parents and other people in the community,
purchasing the goods and packaging them according to the
orders.
The project let the students see a positive
of their
community, he adds. They began to notice the co-ops and
CUs in their neighborhoods. "The kids became very
enthusiastic about their co-op because the felt they were

providing a service to their community by offering fresh
food at low prices," Steyer explains.
. The involvement of local co-ops and CUs in getting
schools to try the curriculum, and their participation once
the course work is underway is the key to the success of the
project, Hierta believes. The three pilot schools agreed to
try the curriculum after urgings and support from local
co-ops and CUs, she adds.
CUs can get involved in the co-op curriculum project,
Hierta explains, by doing one of more of the following:
1. Sponsor an evening of slides and discussion on the
curriculum for middle school teachers in your community:
(The slides and program are available from the Alliance.)
2. Co-sponsor (with other CUs or co-ops) a training!
planning day for teachers interested in .the curriculum.
(The Alliance provides the training while the CU covers the
schools' expenses.)
3.: Co-sponsor a school in your community that is using
the curriculum by providing mini-internships and field
trips at your CU.
4. Offer resource people to the school using the
curriculum or provide a guest speaker for the students.
The league, the MCU Foundation and CUs in the Ann
Arbor area have really been generous in their fmancial
support, Hierta says, "and we hope that others will also
.
add their monetary support."
For more information on the cO-op curriculum, contact
Hierta at the Michigan Alliance of Cooperatives, P.O. Box
8032, Ann Arbor, M148107,
0

IIIt's like a
community where
peop/eare
working together
and sharing
responsibilities. If
they make a
profit. everyone
will get the same
amount rather
than a few getting
all the money and
the workers not
getting as much.
II

Athena Mal/oy
11 yearso/d
Inner City Cooperation - Ebba Hierta of Michigan Cooperative Allionce, exploins the principles of
cooperative business to members of a Detroit junior high school class. The students formed a food
cooperative as part of a new course on cooperatives.
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Introduction and photographs by Paul Freundllc"
Representing Communities Magazine, Co-op America and
occasionally myself, I traveled this summer to a curious
collection of conferences, institutes and gatherings. They
ranged from New Age to community organizing; locations
across the USA, with one venture into Canada.
At times, the contradictions sa:med bizarrely
overwhelming:
In Toronto, the friends I stayed with, old communards
from Twin Oaks and Dandelion, had their house under
surveillance by the Canadian Police - I mean tapped .
phones and awaiting midnight raids - visions of Sgt.
Preston, King and the Royal Mounties riding through the
condo's bay windows. For what? It seems their house is a
hotbed ("."aterbed? fouton?) of lay midwifery organizing.
At the Midwest Academy, in Columbus, Ohio, the haze
of cigarette. smoke made the main banquet hall look like
one of those old industrial photos of Pittsburgh.
The Consumer Co-op Alliance Institute '83 took place
on the Berkeley campus, distinguished this summer by a
pervasive commitment to construction. It's an experience
to r.ound a corner in deep conversation about cooperative
development andface a barreling forklift, insanely guided
by a be-bopping Walkperson .
But mostly folks were friendly. They too were travelers,
gathered from their own communities for a day or a week
by the pull of common purpose (and/or the lure of
adventure):
• The annual meeting of the AHP in Toronto was a class
act all the way. Ram Dass, almost back to being Richard
Alpert, continued his search for non-attatchment; Jean
Houston dramatized our mythic, encoded presence; Hazel
Henderson clarified the basis of our economy. The theme
'was "Networking," which seemed appropriate for 1,000
mostly-professionals engaged in life-long search for
transcendence. Communities presents excerpts from
r,emarks in a workshop In the Business Tract by Ha:.el
Jim Gibbons and Marie Spengler.
• :rhe 10th Midwest Academy retreat honored the
community organizers and canvassers who have developed
a significant funding and political base for progressive
causes. Workshops and speeches mixed denouncement of

a

Gatherings'83.
Reagonomics with mutual appreciations. There on the .
Ohio State campus, particularly during the T-shirt contest,
it was a little like being at a pep rally before the big game.
(1984 national elections?) The Midwest Academy
published a retrospective on their work, and we present
most of It In this section.
• The S3rd annual Consumer Co-op Alliance Institute
featured the usual nuts and bolts workshops on co-ops;
hang-out time to redefine our commitment; inspiration
from Frankie Lappe and Derek Shearer; and after a long
wait, finally some hope from the National Consumer
Co-op Bank. With articulate board members Charlie
Warner, Ann Hoyt and Joe Hanskenecht present; with
west coast regional director David Thompson in his usual
elegant form, we met da new prez, Tom Condit,
wise-cracking his way to wisdom (we hope). Francis Moore
Lappe's remarks as reported In the Berkeley Co-op News
seem appropriate.
• Dance New England is a week-long digression devoted to
dance. Over a hundred folks drawn from the many
cooperative dances in the region played, worked and lived
together for a week. Two short essays explore the
phenomena of the community dances and of Dance New
England.
• In 1963 I covered the first Poor People's March from
several hundred feet up in a pool helicopter for Paris
Match. This time I was down in the crowd with family and
friends. Predictably the speeches were only occasionally
audible, the music of dubious fidelity, children tired,
crowds pushed ... At one point we recognized a Dance
Haven-Community volleyball person up in a tree. He
invited us to climb to his perch where the air was clear and
so was the view. But I knew the view from above already,
and so declined. Pictures only.
I like coming back to places. I like seeing people at
another point in their lives, sharing my own, trying to
figure out what it all means beyond - comrades in
struggle, fools in love, passing each other like ships in the

0
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Association for Humanistic Psychology Conference,
Toronto, Canada, June 21-26, 1983

from

I

discussion

Workshop on
Transformational Economics -

Jim Gibbons

Marie Spengler

Last year we had a national problem in the economy, right? 10070 unemployment; racism
.
and sexism going crazy.
. What was American business's response? They took 82 billion dollars of borrowing
from insurance companies and banks to form mergers of the Fortune 500. There mergers
created not one new job in a time when the economy needed 10 million new jobs.

When we talk to our
corporate clients, we tell .
them that the part of the
population we identify as '.
"Emulators" (ambitious,
upwardly-mobile,
status-conscious)
represents 8070 ofthe
population. They have a
median household income
of $19,000 a year, so you
know they're not spending
50% of the money in the
country.

Had that money been put into housing it would have created 5 Y2 million jobs, and 1 Y2
million units of new housing.
One more little fact. We did an analysis of the 38 lowest income zip codes in Chicago,
and discovered that those people had 1.8 billion dollars in banks in downtown Chicago.
And they got back 9 million dollars in loans. You can look at that as part of the major
income transfer program in America, which always goes on from the poor to the rich.
The transformational movement in my opinion has refused to accept the reality of
economics in America, and it is going to pay the same price that the civil rights movement
did, as the anti-war movement, as the women's movement. We need to combine the
concept of democratic economics with these transformational values which I support.
These values are not going to change America till we change the way America does
business.
The way we bake bread; the way we build our houses; the way we do business in
America is the way we live. The values we create in the process of doing those things are
the real values of America.
I'm here to represent at least one organization in this society that has been struggling.
with these issues for the last 19 years.
I will not accept that the arena for living out these transformational values is outside the
workplace. If we can't live these values inside the workplace, there will be not
transformation in America.

a man from China the other week. He was in his late 70's. At one point in the
conversation he said to me, with a look of pride, "I was the first person in China to
do ... "
I
.
: I didn't hear the rest of what he said. It just hit me that there's one billion people in that
country, and this guy's ·figured out he's the first person to do something. Then this means
the need to be "somebody" is universal. And we need to organize the workplace to
express that universal need for recognition. The scale of the organization is one very
important criteria for doing that.
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Yet if you pick up any
magazine, you'll see that
about half the ads have
an "emulator" appeal.
We've found in our
research that the group we
identify as "inner-directed"
now represents 21 % of the
American adult population.
These are people whose
actions are determined by
their own sense of
what is fulfilling,
balancing, releasing. They

Panel, left to right: Jim Gibbons, Consumers United Insurance Company;
Hazel Henderson, author of Politics of the Solar Age; and Marie Spengler,

Director of the VALS program, SRI. Moderator: Jim Turner, author of
Chemical Feast.
.

Hazel Henderson
range from the more
self-centered "I-am-me" to
the "societally-conscious"
who have a perspective of
planetary interdependence.
This group has been, and
continues to be, the fastest
growing segment of our
population.

There is a network of people into local activism as well as planetary
citizenship; human rights, wholistic health care, appropriate technology and
all of the other parts of the new agenda. And the way it gets put together is that
eventually there is a majority growing in this country for whom existing
policies don't work.

They want appropriate
structures (including
hierarchy and centralization
where necessary), local
autonomy and systems that
value human creativity. As
they move into positions of
power and responsibility in
business, government and
the professions, they are
exerting a profound
trans formative influence on
the culture.

I have not given up hope that we can create a home-grown, U.S. revolt from
the center. It would call up the earliest hopes of our founding mothers and
fathers-truly participatory, self-governing communities; economic
democracy as well as political democracy; cooperatic)fi not competition.

We're a culture of
growing diversity. To the
extent we increase our
tolerance for diversity, we
will unleash the creative
forces in our society.

Once you put that group together (and you have to introduce those people to
each other) the next stage is to become visible. That means new political parties
like the Green parties in Europe. I think it would be tragic if the 48070 of
non-voters went unrepresented once again.

Today we have a new agenda-a planetary declaration of interdependence;
an expansion of the bill of rights to include human responsibilities to our
planet, other life forms and our future.
The time for we net workers to re-commit ourselves to these alternative
futures is now.
I come from Britain where we still haven't finished with the class war. When I
came over here, I was told that Americans had no ideology. Well, the closest
I've found to an ideology is "laissez-faire." Now that has some value so long
as you have small buyers and small sellers meeting each other in widely
distributed market places with no consequences to innocent bystanders ...
What I objected to about this market ideology was that the economists,
bureaucrats and politicians had the idea that the "market" was some original
state of grace, a natural order. And they believe we have been on the road to
hell ever since the state intervened in the process.
The idea of having a national distribution system dominated by market is a
remarkable human creation. We fought a civil war about that in Britain, and
the free market system is actually a package of social legislation. Labor was
treated as a commodity and people were driven off the farms and small
holdings into cities and factories.
There's no reason why transformational values can't develop new social
legislation to create a more responsive and responsible economic system. 0
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Midwest Academy Retreat,

Columbus, Ohio, July 29-31, 1983

A retrospective of 10 years of Academy work
and development of a citizens' action
movement.

S

ince it was founded in 1973, more than 16,000 people
have come for training through the Midwest
Academy's doors. They have come from many places,
working for hundreds of organizations and on a wide
variety of issues. But each has shared a strong
commitment to the Academy's original three founding
principles of assisting low and moderate income people
to:
1. win concrete benefits
2. develop a sense of their own power
3. alter the relations of power in order to build a more
just and humane society.

The Academy is now part of a growing national
network of citizen action and an expanding progressive
movement.
There's been a lot of history in the last ten
We're glad you're joining us in celebrating our past and
in shaping our future.
'

1972
\ ChicagO's Citizen Action Program (CAP), the first
successful application of neighborhood organizing
techniques on a metropolitan scale, defeats the $1
billion Crosstown Expressway.
Heather Booth is fired for organizing workers on the
job in 1970. After a lengthy legal battle, she wins 2Yz
years back pay and founds the Midwest Academy with
the award. Steve Max agrees to join her, although he is
"not sure the idea will catch on. "

1973
idwest Academy holds its first training session; the
M focus
is on organizing working women. The
Academy plans a second session on basic organizing
skills in the fall. Clean Water Action Project (CWAP)
__ begins organizing effort in West Virginia that will
eventually lead to the formation of West Virginia
Citizen Action Group.

Heather Booth, founder and
president oj Midwest
Academy.
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by Kennedy Wheatley and'Bob Nicklas

1974

T

he Academy expands to four sessions a year;
focuses on training community organizers and
leaders and the growing working women's movement.
West Virginia Citizen Action Group is formed.

1975

Secretary-Treasurer; Heather Booth is Director. During
the winter, CLEC launches a national campaign to
prevent utility companies from terminating service in
the winter months. Laws are enacted in 12 states.
Congressional investigation of VISTA; includes
VISTA Director, Marge Tabankin and Midwest
Academy, among others. The committee applauds
VISTA's work, while Congressman Ashbrook and the
right wing
it.

he Academy expands to seven sessions on
T organizing,
fundraising, and research. Several
Boston-area community organizations pool their
resources and found Massachusetts Fair Share. Citizen
Action Coalition of Indiana is founded.

1976
Public Action Council (IPAC) is rounded.
I llinois
Marc Anderson applies canvassing techniques to
citizen organizing. Ohio Public Interest Campaign
(OPIC) is formed . Midwest Academy helps to mobilize
first national ERA march; over 10,000 rally in
Springfield, Illinois.

1977

M

idwest Academy is awarded a national VISTA
grant. Oregon Fair Share is founded . CWAP wins
major strengthening amendment to the Clean Water
Act.

1978

L

eaders of more than 70 labor, senior, community
and farm organizations meet to found the
Citizen/Labor Energy Coalition (CLEC). President of
the International Association of Machinists and
Aerospace Workers (lAM), William Winpisinger, is
President of CLEC; Director of the National
Association of Senior Citizens (NCSC), Bill Hutton, is

1979

K

aren Thomas becomes Executive Director of
Academy. First Academy session is held in the
Northeast (Boston). CLEC campaign for fair energy
prices calls for reimposition of controls on oil and
natural gas, tax reform of the oil industry and the
establishment of a solar and conservation development
bank. In October, CLEC holds Big Oil Day; an
estimated 100,000 people in 120 cities participate in
protests against skyrocketing energy prices. State CLEC
organizations are established in Wisconsin, Missouri
and Iowa.
Minnesota COACT is formed. Rhode Island
Community Labor Coalition (CLOC) begins
organizing. The Florida Consumer Federation is
founded. New Hampshire People's Alliance (NHPA) is
founded. Grassroots Leadership Project is founded in
North Carolina.
Founding conference of Citizen Action takes place in
November in Chicago. Five original CA organizations
are Connecticut, Illinois, Massachusetts, Ohio, and
Oregon. Rev. Mark Moller-Gunderson (OR) and Rose
Bailey (OH) are elected co-chairs; Ira Arlook is
Director.
CW AP coordinates
campaign to halt the
dumping of radioactive water from Three Mile Island
. into the Susquehanna River and Chesapeake Bay.
Citizens' Campaigns Inc. (CCI) is founded and begins
to develop ability of citizen organizations to work in
elections and to utilize the canvass as a major electoral
(
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tool. Barbara Helmick and others create Women's
Resources canvass ..

1980
irst Academy session takes place in the Northwest
F (Portland).
Citizen Action expands to include New
Hampshire; holds its first leadership conference. New
York and Maryland CLEC are formed. Idaho Fair
Share begins organizing. Pennsylvania Public Interest
Coalition is founded. A CLEC affiliate, Connecticut
Citizen Action Group, wins passage of a
precedent-setting oil tax reform bill in the legislature
and CLEC launches similar campaigns in six other
states. Citizens' Campaigns Inc. manages
environmentalists' upset victor for Bob Edgar (D-PA).
Founding of New York Citizens Alliance.

1981 '
irst Academy sessions take place in Vermont and
F Virginia.
Citizen Action expands to include
Minnesota and Pennsylvania. NHP A wins lifeline
utility rates in the state legislature. Oregon Fair Share
caps a 3-year campaign with the passage of electric
lifeline rates.
CLEC's natural gas campaign surges ahead, holding
200 meetings in Congressional districts across the
country to secure commitments from Congresspeople
against price decontrol of natural gas. The door-ta-door
canvass contacts nearly 2 million households across the
country about the decontrol issue. In November, CLEC
and National People's Action hold "Showdown in
Chicago" bringing 5,000 union members, seniors and
CLEC supporters to the annual meeting of the
American Petroleum Institute to protest decontrol.
Heather Booth moves from CLEC to found the State
& Local Leadership Project (SLLP), a national
organization which will provide resources, training and
technical assistance to citizen groups involved in
electoral organizing. Bob Brandon becomes Executive
Director of CLEC.

1982

J

ackie Kendall becomes the 3rd Executive Director of
the Midwest Academy. Karen Thomas moves to the
Citizen Action staff as Associate Director.
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SLLP trains over 120 unions, community groups and
public interest organizations in the skills of electoral
organizing. These organizations participate in 6 U.S.
Senate, 27 House and 89 state and local races on behalf
of candidates who support their issues. They are
successful in 700/0 of the races, and playa particularly
important role in the elections of Congresspeople Lane
Evans (D-IL), Pete Kostmayer (D-PA), Robert
(D-NY), and Bob Wise (O-WV); and many state
.
legislators including Doreen Del Bianco (D-CT) and
Mike Marshall (D-IN).
New Jersey Citizen Action is founded. drganizing
begins in Maine. OPIC passes the strongest toxic
right-ta-know ordinance in the country. CCAG passes a
major hazardous waste bill establishing a state
superfund and insuring workers and community
Right-to-Know. CLEC affiliate Wisconsin Action
Coalition wins legislation which closes $5 million of oil
company tax loopholes. Virginia Action is founded and
registers 20,000 new voters in four weeks in 10 targeted
cities. Rhode Island CLOC plays a key role in electing
progressive Jerry Egan to the State House.
With CLEC organizing, 223 members of the House of
Representatives-a majority-sign onto a resolution
opposing natural gas decontrol. Reagan backs down,
announcing he will not seek decontrol legislation in
1982. Maryland CLEC successfully lobbies to replace
the chair of the Public Service Commission.
By election day, CCI has provided management and
consulting services for grassroots organizations'
electoral efforts in 120 campaigns in the last two years.
New York Citiz.ens Alliance wins state superfund
victory. New York CLEC plays role in defeat of
arch conservative Congressman Le Boutillier.

1983
idwest Academy conducts first session in North
M Carolina
with the Carolina Community Project.
Minnesota COACT wins first farm foreclosure law
since the Great Depression. New Jersey Citizen Action
passes a progressive income tax which increases the tax
on incomes over $65,000. IPAC members from
Chicago, East St. Louis, and Peoria march over 200
miles to the state capitol to demand funds for jobs and
human needs. Citizen Action expands to include
Virginia Action. West Virginia Citizen Action Group
enacts one of the nation's most far-reaching gas utility
reform packages.

Over 1,550 attend PennPIC's Jobs and Justice Day at
the state capitol, building support for their Economic
Bill of Rights. In coalition with environmental groups,
Massachusetts Fair Share wins passage of superfund
legislation which authorizes $25 million to clean up
hazardous waste dumps in the state. The Maine
People's Alliance pressures the Public Utility
Commission to order a halt to the 30070 increase in basic
monthly phone rates requested by New England Bell.
Florida Consumer Federaion again defeats the
Southern BelliAT&T attempt to implement local
measured service. Idaho Fair Share convinces the Public
Utility Commission to return an application for a 60%
rate hike. Indiana Citizen Action Coalition wins major
utility reform package in the General Assembly. New
York Citizens Alliance becomes New York Community
Action Network. CWAP opens project office in
Virginia. Another is soon to follow in West Virginia, for
a total of 7 project offices.
CLEC launches an offensive to roll back natural gas
prices and to extend controls. The Natural Gas
Consumer Relief Act is introduced in Congress. CLEC
garners significant press coverage-and is hailed as ,. an
organized and coordinated national movement" by the
LA Times; and' 'the main consumer anti-deregulation
lobby," by TIME. The Congress/onal Quarterly reports
that CLEC is a "potent political force." Iowa CLEC
passes an omnibus utility bill which is one of the
nation's most progressive to date. Colorado CLEC is
formed, CLEC's 21st state affiliate. Other affiliates are
in California, Connecticut, Florida, Iowa, Illinois,
Indiana, Maryland, Massachusetts, Minnesota,
Missouri, New Hampshire, New Jersey, New York,
Ohio, Oregon, Pennsylvania, Rhode Island, Virginia,
West Virginia and Wisconsin. Washington Fair Share is
founded.

T

he Academy's work continues. Help support this
training for others who are committed, but don't
have the means to pay for it.
Join us as a Friend of the Academy. Please give what
0
you can-$25, $50, $100, or more.
The Midwest Academy
600 West Fullerton
Chicago, Illinois 60614

Midwest Academy T-shirt contest.

Telephone 312.975.3670
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Consumer Cooperative Alliance Institute,
Berkeley, California, August 1-6, 1983

Co-op members should see themselves as part of the international
move for greater democratic control
of economic life, Frances Moore
Lappe told a crowd of over 400
co-op delegates attending the 54th
Annual Institute of the Consumer
Cooperative . Alliance in Berkeley
•
last week.
Lappe; food policy expert and
author of internationally acclaimed
books Food First and Diet for a
Small Planet, said that co-ops
should not confine their efforts to
their own organizations, but attempt to build a "financial, social
and legal infrastructure that will
nourish cooperatives and give labor
and consumers a greater voice."
Citing the growth of worker and
consumer co-ops, and various plans
in the U.S. and abroad to increase
worker participation in decision
making, Lappe predicted that economic democracy would take place
at a rapid pace.
Urging cooperators to start thinking big, and stop regarding their
endeavors as "marginal," she said
that they must understand co-ops as
part of this growing demand for
greater economic democracy both in
the workplace and in the marketplace.
"In one sense we have all been
made marginal, not just the 10
million unemployed or the 30 million forced to live below the poverty
line. We all are marginal. A central
share of our lives is marginal to the
concept of democracy.
"When we walk into the workplace, we take it for granted that we
leave the concept of democracy at
the doorway. As consumers we take
it for granted as we face the market
mechanism.
"We assume that, of course, only
money speaks. The more money, the
more voice, the more votes in the
marketplace. These are things that
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Lappe
Challenges
Co-opers
to a

Broader
"Vision
we take for granted that are alien to ·
the idea of democracy, one person,
one vote."
Lappe referred to her own roots
in the Co-op to illustrate her idea.
. "As I look at my own life, I
realize that I've felt marginal politically, socially. I have a marginal
heritage. My grandfather, besides
being a Wobbly, which of course
made him marginal, was one of the
founders of the Berkeley Co-op.
"How do we think about ourselves? Do we think big or do we
think small. I would say that the
opposite of marginal thinking is
big thinking. The first part of big
thinking is defining who the we is
when we talk about the we. Small
thinking might be something like
this: we are the cooperative movement. We advance only as cooperatives grow. Or even smaller thinking, we advance only as the type of
.cooperative that we're in grows.
"Big thinking, on the other hand,
is understanding that we're not a
cooperative movement counting our
success simply in terms of the
. number of cooperatives. We represent a worldwide awakening to the
possibility of the democratization of
economic life, from consumer choices, to the workplace, . to economic

decision-making at the national le- ,•.
vel. It's an awakening that can Pc
perceived around the world, in 'the
newly-emerging cooperatives in
Nicaragua, the underground but ,-,i ,
unrelenting pressure of trade unions ' .>,__
in Poland, among Chinese peasants . ,
who are demanding a great,er say in
production and greater return for
their efforts.
_
"Part of small thinking is exclusive thinking. Exclusive thinking
sees cooperators as distinct from the
trade union movement or· distinct
from those who would say they are
working for socialism. So part of
thinking big is thinking inclusively."
Some of the tradi.tional ideas pf .
top down control by management or ," .
state planners are breaking down, .,
she said pointing out how worker
buyouts of industries result in a
greater degree of democratic control. Drawing on her ·international
knowledge, she cited numerous examples of the advance of coopera- _.
tive ownership and control, from
the outstanding Mondragon worker
and consumer co-ops in Spain to the
new power of industrial co-ops in
Italy and France.
She asked that co-ops put their
work in historical perspective. "Besides thinking big, we must think
long. Part of thinking long is .
,
historical thinking.
"Historical perspective means appreciating that even the possibility
that people could be capable of
economic self-management is a new
concept. We have to recall that our
most enlightened thinkers of the
19th century, even our illustrious
founders of the co-op movement,
such as Robert Owen, did not
believe by any stretch of the imagination ·that people were capable of
economic self-management. Owen
wrote, and I quote: 'The rich
should be in loco parentis for the
poor, guiding and restraining them
1• .".1

- "When [wrote Dietfor
,a Small Planet . . . I
thought it would sell 500
copies. " ;
like children.'
"Achieving political democracy
took 400 years. It might be counted
from the 164Os, with the Levelers'
Movement, up through the generation of my grandmother, which
achieved universal suffrage here in
the United States.
.. Historical means that we realize
what is taken for granted by one
generation-the slave-master relationship, for example-can be regarded as unthinkable only a few
generations later.
.
"This requires building 'a vision.
And that's where many of us balk. I
think many of us think we don't
need a vision. We say, 'Ifthat works
that's what
relatively well for
really matters.' "
She cautioned cooperators to avoid rejecting either capitalist or
socialist ideas simply because of
their personal ideology, saying that
co-ops should pick and choose from
successful examples in all systems,
using a pragmatic approach. She
criticized co-opers for having fear of
success and a desire to remain
"marginal. "
She said that co-opers had to stop
being self-righteous about their way"
and start appealing to the broad
base of people by offering alternatives that are better for everyone.
However, she leveled criticisms
both at the capitalist economics and
at "top down" socialism. Referring
to her recent book on Nicaragua,
Now We Can Speak, she warned
cooperators not to be duped into
rejecting revolutions in developing
countries as "sochilism." Some of
the most committed supporters of
co-ops were also those who had
supported the liberation of their
countries from colonial and dictatorial powers, she said.
"I'm afraid that we feel somehow
frightened by the term socialism.
That we feel what we are doing is

separate from that. That we have
come to see that perhaps socialism is
simply state control, top down planning, coercion. It's been hard for us
to see how "the cooperative movement and this kind of socialism are
allies.
"So we cannot allow ourselves to
have socialism defined that way for
us. If we do we will miss a historic
opportunity, because gross numbers
of people who share our fundamental goals, who share our vision,
identify themselves as socialists, not
as people who proclaim themselves
for state control. In fact the most
enthusiastic cooperators I have met
are those in what they themselves or
others call socialist countries.
"I think of my first visit to a
producer cooperative in Mozambique. At the time the newly liberated country of Mozambique was
only a few years old, I'll never
forget as long as I live, standing in
the fields of this newly-formed
cooperative with a man who had
fought most of his adult life for the

Frances Moore Lappe, author and/ounder 0/ the
Institute/or Food and Development Policy.

liberation of his country. He wanted
to tell me about all the problems.
How the seeds arrived late, how they"
had theft in the first year of
operation. He went on to say that
none of that discouraged him. Because he understood that to "walk
from colonialism to the future is a
very long walk, and that cooperatives were for him the only path to
take.
•'The most enthusiastic member
of a cooperative that I have ever met
was in Nicaragua last year. He had
fought and worked for land reform
for three decades. For many years I
had read development textbooks ·
that said most peasants are only
interested in their own little parcel
of land.
"Statism, which is my term for
the Soviet model, is definitely in
trouble, They're not practical, because they limit human potential
and they're out of tune with human
needs.
"We must communicate that our
movement for the democratization
of economic life does not require the
restructuring of the human personality. It is practical because it is
based on a realistic view of human
motivation, a view that human
beings have multiple needs. Needs
of legitimate self interest that we
should not deny or look down on.
We have a need to. have a say in our
work, a say in our role as consumers
and we have the need to feel that we
are connected to something larger
than our individual lives. We address all three needs. And that's
what we have to offer.
"I'm feeling less and less marginal. What seemed like marginal a
decade ago is popping up everywhere.
"When I wrote Diet for a Small
Planet in 1971, I have "to confess
that I thought it would sell 500
copies, and that 450 of those would
17

be in Berkeley. That was the kind of
marginal thinking I was locked into.
Diet for a Small Planet is in seven
languages. I was wrong.
"Things are changing very fast.
Both capitalism and the statist model are fallen gods or at least they' re
falling gods. People are searching.
People are experimenting. One be.
gins to feel that capitalism is discredited when you can even read
Business Week scolding corporations fot putting $250 billion plus
dollars into mergers rather than into
investments that provide jobs for
working Americans.
"When the biggest corporations
of America have to put one-third of
their advertising budget not just to
sell a product but to sell us on the
whole concept of our economic

"We see Pope John Paul II
declare himself for the rights of
labor over the rights of capital.
"We see a number of U.S. firms
becoming worker-owned. We see
the food co-op movement, which I
thought would be a passing fad,
having established itself."
Lappe' s optimistic yet pragmatic

system, you know that capitalism is
a falling god.
"When a church and labor coalition in a relatively short period of
time can muster $40 million to
boycott the Mellon Bank because
they were so angry at this bank's
support of the U .S. steel industry's
abandonment of American workers,

HWe,represent a worldwide awakening to the
democratization oj economic life. "
vision met with an enthusiastic
response from the cooperators who
had come from all over the nation to
Berkeley for this year's co-op convention.
0

you know that something's going
on.
"People are searching. They're
looking critically at these methods
that we have taken for granted for
so long.

1

Reprinted from Co-op News, Berkeley, Ca.

Dance New
Another Place Farm,
Greenville, New Hampshire, August 12-21,1983

Community Dances in
New Eng/and
by Bill Mclvinney
A hundred years ago, our predecessors in New England
gathered in town halls for contra dances. For thousands of
years, our ancestors gathered around the fire for tribal
dances. But it is only with a society as large and complex as
ours that we see communities themselves developing
around dance as part of a shared set of values.
Today, in New England, there are DlUlce Friday, Dance
Spree, Dance Haven and Barefoot Boogie, all
well-established dances, and half a dozen more of these
cooperatively-run, community-conscious dances.
Beginning with "Dance Free" in Cambridge in the early
70's, the history of these weekly community dances
includes artistic highs, deep friendships, organizational
confusion, and almost anything else adultS-and children
could be expected to create within a noisy, alcohol and
smoke free environment - or in preserving the integrity of
same. To carefully selected, pre.programmed tapes of
eclectic music, people dance through solos, couples, large
groups and small ones.
What turns a dance into a community of people?
Dancing is, after all, a means of communicating, and the
dances are occasions for social meeting and exchange. For
many people the quality of pleasure and nurturing they get
becomes great enough to overcome almost any obstacle to
their participation in the community. As people begin to
think of the dance as something they belong to rather than
go to, the most important step has been taken.
It's great being at home, dancing through time.
0
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(I-r) coordinators Margaret FUnter, Paul Spielman, Jimi
Two-Feathers

Dance New England, which will be 21 in the year 2000
by Mal'laret FOnter
,

Looking back to my first Dance New England
experience is like trying look back at your chlldbood; tbe
. higbligbts stand out in relief. Tbey are made llveller by tbe
fact tbat you bave all tbese survivors of tbe same time witb
you - siblings..in dance, as it were, to remember wltb you
tbe early experiences.
Tbe Great Hall at Anotber Place Farm, wltb Sue Carol
taking us tbrougb a calistbenic warmup, wltb people
dropping like [butter]flies. Five days later, all of us Dying
across tbe room [and only occasionaUy crasblng].
Tbat fint week in tbe summer of 1980 gave form to a
structure tbat bas been repeated and expanded: intensive
worksbops during tbe days, a blowout dance on Saturday

ROUND ROBIN
One in solo
joined,
tbentwo,
till tbree by tbree
tbey dance tbeir lives
before tbe eyes
of a few good friends

nigbt, music, games, circles and songs before meals,
playing wltb our kids and ourselves, talldng about tbe
issues whicb arise from our dancing and In our Uves •••
How does it bappen tbat a group of people get together
to dance for a week in tbe country? Perbaps It's tbe kind of
. group tbat knows a good tblng wben it appears, and is
capable of making tbings bappen.
Coordinated by representatives of tbe cooperative
dances in New England, tbe week loni summer camp is
beld at Anotber Place Farm in soutbern New Hampsblre.
Dance New England also bolds quarterly weekends in New
[fall], Boston [winter] and New York [spring].

At tbe Sunday morning community meeting, preparing
to make our leavetaldng once agaln, I looked around at
these wonderful friends, bruncbing and cbatting; taking
care of business so we could go on to play. Computer
people, parents, artlits, nunes, co-open, unemployed and
looking people - Just anotber incredible cbanging and
remaining group tbat knows bow to take care of itself and
eacb otber. Not perfect, not for everyone. But oun and
open to new dancers, new friends.
The dance goes on. Life does, too: Dance New England
whicb will be 21 in tbe year 2000.
0
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March for Peace, Jobs and Freedom,1
Washington, D.C., August 27, 1983
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Why must there be
an alternative
•

economIC

system?

.

", f "

by Jerry Voorhis, Sr.
There must soon be established, alongside the failing
systems that now dominate the world, an alternative
economic system whose genius is a socially health-giving
motivation.
Why? Because effective motivation is the master key to
any good society, and neither capitalism nor communism
provides such a social motivation. Neither can, over any
extended period of time, meet even the basic economic
needs of its people. Nor does either of them offer the
inspiration of mind and spirit without which life is barely
worth the living.
There needs to be developed an alternative system built
on a motivation that frees the human spirit; leads to full
production and corresponding consumption; and harnesses self-interest irrevocably to serve the common good,
the general welfare and the economic health of all society.
It needs to be a voluntary system that makes one's ·own
advancement possible only if that very advancement
engenders corresponding benefits to others in society.
It must be a system based on the motivation of meeting
fully the basic needs of all members of society, in contrast
to the motivation for maximum profit at the expense of
others, or a motivation of slavish service to a gigantic,
bureaucratic state.
Socially health-giving motivation is the master key. That
motivation can be found in work that fulfills one's own
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human needs and those of others-at the same time and by
the same economic processes and organization.
The alternative must be' a system which seeks full
production and full employment. It must 'reduce costs to
consumers, not increase them as profit-seeking business
seeks inevitably to do. It must be a system that stren8thens
the economic health of the nation, instead of undermining
it.
must be one that motivates
Finally, the
people voluntarily to work together rather than against one
another.
Well, such an alternative system now exists. It is far too
small in general scope to challenge the existing order. But it
does exist and is capable of expansion given the
enough people, the finances required an4 a reasonably
friendly and sympathetic government.
The name of .this alternative is cooperation; voluntary
cooperation to meet common needs.
It is a system that grows from the grass roots up, not
from centers ofirresponsible economic power down. Every
cooperative enterprise has its ownership vested in local
people in local communities. Every cooperative enterprise
belongs by definition to those who need and can and will
use its services. Those very people create the cooperative
business for the explicit purpose of meeting fully their own
needs and, to the extent possible, the needs of all society.

?• $ ?
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Well, there is a long, long way to go before this
health-giving alternative can actually change the general
character of the economic system. But mutual aid, the
underlying principle of cooperative business is already at
work.
Health
Maintenance
Organization
One area is health care. It is true that the so-called Health
Maintenance Organization (HMO) it has developed, has

The alternative must be one that
motivates people voluntarily to
work together rather than against
one another.
taken on a number of different forms. Some are more
cooperative than others. But the HMO movement as a
whole, is an adaptation of the original cooperative group
practice. It includes prepayment, direct service, comprehensive care, and consumer-orientation as alternative to
fee-for-service medicine.
And the HMO is today widely recognized as a tested,
practical, beneficial and potentially widespread alternative.
Why? Because the motivation of health maintenance
organization is to keep people well. It tries to provide its
members with maximum quality health care for the least
cost. And in every HMO there is a basic humanitarian
motive at work. That motive is healthy people paying the
average cost of care for the benefit of sick ones. Here
indeed the second great commandment is fully expressed.
Furthermore, the Health Maintenance Organization is
the one tried and proven method of reducing the mounting
and exorbitant cost of health care. This is accomplished
because such plans provide constant preventive and
primary care and are thus able to cut hospital utilization by
anywhere from 20070 to 50070. They reduce surgery to what
is really necessary and not dictated by a desire' for
physicians' profit. Therefore they get back to fundamentals: keeping people well, instead of just treating them after
they become seriously ill.
HMO's contrast with the inevitable motivation of the
fee-for-service system. Fee-for-service cannot escape the
fact that its income depends upon enough sick, well-to-do

?$ ?
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people to provide the desired,. very high ' incomes of the
medical profession.
Rural
Electrification
Another aspect of life where the cooperative alternative is
already in place is in rural electrification. The rural electric
cooperatives came into being purely through the voluntary
organization of a humart need, plus availability of
financing from a government agency. The profit motive
had failed completely to electrify the countryside. Only
11 070 of our farmers had electricity in 1935. This was
because the for-profit power companies refused to serve
rural areas, because they thOUght they could not maximize
profit doing so. But the motivation of meeting a human
need by people joining together who have that need did
solve the problem. Today 99070 of all farms in the USA are
electrified. Half of all electricity consumed in ' rural
Americajs supplied by the alternative/cooperativesystem.
The electric coops must, of course, provide service to
everyone in their service territory. This dilutes the principle
of volunteerism and puts into membership of the
cooperative uninformed at best and reluctant at worst
members. An effective program of member education and
demonstration of the most efficient operation are essential.
'Electric cooperatives must compete with huge investor- '
owner utilities which have many times the number of

Half of all electricity consumed in
rural America issupp/ied by the
alternative/cooperative system. ' .
customers per mile of line than the coops can possibly have
in the very nature of their rural location.
Nonetheless, the cooperative alternative has done the
job of electrifying rural America whereas the profit motive
simply could not (or more, would not) do that job,
desperately as the nation needed it. The motivation of
neighbor joining neighbor to fully meet both their needs
did do the job.
Credit

Unions
All hope of economic independence for any person rests on
,his or her possession of some savings. Only when one has

?•
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some financial backlog to rely upon can one be
economiCally free. Without savings anyone must depend
on someone else for a job, a loan, or to find a means of
living. But it does little good to make savings if control
over one's savings is given away to someone else.
So there is nothing more important than an institution
that enables ordinary people (even poor ones) to make
savings and keep control of those savings once made.
Well, exactly such institutions do exist. They are
financial cooperatives called credit unions. Some 20,000
such credit unions are doing business in the United States
today. They have more than $80 billion in assets and some

. '. . effective motivation is the
master key to any good society,
and neither capitalism nor
communism provides such a
social motivation.
40 to 50 million members. Almost one third of all
American families have one or more members who own
shares in a credit union.
Credit unions do about 15070 of all small loan business in
the country today. Thus their competition has been strong
enough to bring banks and other reputable lenders to make
small loans to little people. Once that business was almost
all in the grim hands of loan sharks. Banks were not willing
to make such loans until credit unions taught them that it
could be safely done.
The basic difference between credit unions and other
lending institutions is this: other lenders lend to people
who don't really need a loan. The would-be borrowers
always have all the equity they need to guarantee
repayment. But credit unions are in business to make loans
to people because they do need the loans. Many credit
unions are character loans; loans secured by the good
character of the borrower.
This is basically because credit unions, being cooperative
in nature, belong to and are owned by their savers and
borrowers ' and by no one else. Like all other' kinds of
cooperatives, credit unions are by their . very nature
oriented toward the needs of people. For it is the need o( a
group of people for their very own depository of savings,
and repository of credit, and source of loans, that has
caused the credit union to exist.
C,redit unions enable their members to borrow from
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their own pool of savings and to pay interest to themselves
and their neighbors. That is a very good idea when you
stop to think about it, and a very good alternative to the
channelling of the people's savings into the fmancing of
gigantic monopolistic, often multinational corporations.
That is what usually happens to savings when they are
entrusted to conventional financial institutions such as
banks, trust companies, mutual investment funds.
i

Other
Co-Ops

The cooperative alternative also is alive and well in the
business of producing and distributing the supplies needed
by farmers and rural people in their businesses and for
their homes. It is alive in thousands of cooperatively
owned fooq stores, and supermarkets, It is alive iIi
hundreds of' housing cooperatives. It is alive in the
cooperative Farm Credit System, it is alive in some
cooperatively-oriented mutual insurance companies. It is
strong in the marketing of farm crops and the catch of
fishermen. Students' cooperatives, cooperatives for eyecare, parent's pre-school cooperatives, cooperative memorial and funeral societies, and many more kinds of
cooperative institutions exist in our land and serve the
needs of groups of people.
And there is increasing interest in worker-owned
enterprises, especially where application of worker-ownership can save jobs which otherwise would disappear as a
company
moves away.
,

Every cooperative enterprise
belongs by definition to those
who need and can and will use its
services.
Trouble is that, except for the three illustrations
described above (the HMOs, credit unions, rural electrics
and perhaps farm marketing and some lines of insurance)
the alternative is not yet anywhere near strong enough to
provide the balance wheel for a truly free and just
economy.
The task, the challenge, therefore, for people of brave,
far-sighted vision is to build so strongly and so well the
scope of this health giving alternative, we must in time,
0
fulfill that destiny to the benefit of all humankind.
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IN THE SPRING OF 1982, Co-op America was just an
idea. There were needs for bringing together, in a
practical way, socially and environmentally responsible
businesses, non-profit public interest groups and
cooperatives.
Today, Co-op America is more than a vision. It is a
lively association and marketing network that has
grown and gained momentum. In little more than a
year, more than 300 groups and thousands of individuals have joined.
BACKGROUND

Through the past two decades have flowed deep themes
of environmental and social concern. Out of this
concern have developed worker-owned, demOcratically
managed and right-livelihood businesses; progressive
public interest non-profit groups; and consumer cooperatives. What they have shared is a commitment to
quality of life and a reasonable economic return,
rather than profits. .
Because of their concerns, most of
these grQUps have chosen to stay
small and personal. But there have
been some dues.1or those choices:
dependence on traditional, profit oriented services; spiritual
and political fragmentation;
and a lack of any unified,
visible, national economic
presence.
A year ago, a first step was
taken - creating a national
membership association, Co-op
America. Through Co-op America, hundreds of these groups have
already been serving each others' needs
for appropriate and reasonably-priced services, products and information.
In the spring of 1983, these groups took the next step
of reaching out to the Individual Members who could
complete the circle of creating an alternative economy.
WHO WEARE

Co-op America is a non-profit, national membership
association joining organizations and individuals concerned with creating an economy based on the values of
social and environmental responsibility and cooperation
in the workplace; a tax-exempt foundation; and a
marketing business - all managed by a worker co-op.
Our Organizational Members include conscious businesses like Good Things Collective and Life Tools
Co-op which are retail distributors; producers like
Workers Owned Sewing Company and Hummingbird
Spinning Wheels; national groups like the Consumer
Co-op Alliance, Movement for a New Society, National
Center for Employee Ownership, National Women's
Health Network; regional groups like Dance New
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England, Federation of Southern Cooperatives; consumer co-ops like Puget in Seattle and Leon County in
Tallahassee; public interest ' groups like Minnesota
COACT; community service groups like Los Angeles
Childbirth Center and Workers Trust; wholesale businesses like Renaissance Greeting Cards, Cleareye Co-op
and Blooming Prairie Warehouse.
Our first few thousand Individual Members have
primarily been drawn from among the folks who
support, read, belong to or patronize our Member ·
Organizations. We continue to be aided in this process
by strong endorsements we have received from groups .
like Ladyslipper, Greenpeace - New England, Whole
Life Times, Community Jobs, Mother Jones. Increasingly we will be reaching out to a wider membership.
The Co-op America Foundation is a project of the
Trusteeship Institute which is committed to workerownership and social responsibility. Co-op America can
receive tax-free donations through the Foundation.
Co-op America is managed by a workers
cooperative. Our director is Paul
Freundlich, co-editor and publisher
of Communities, ·Journal of Cooperation since 1975, and editor
of the book, A . Guide to
Cooperative Alternatives.
Our Operations Consultant,
. Debby Shacter was previously with Calvert Group and
Consumers United Insurance Company. Denise
Hamler, Marketing Coordinator, joined the staff after
co-ordinating the Consumer
Cooperative Alliance Institute
'82. Susan Osburn, formerly with
the National Women's Health
Network, joined us recently as Member. ship Coordinator.
WHAT DOES IT MEAN
IF YOU BECOME A MEMBER?

In the short run: unity, access and savings, and
participation. In the long run: much more.
its wealth, the way America is
1. Unity: For all
organized creates vast pressures. Keeping it together
means our minds, our bodies, relationships, finances,
jobs, living situation, our spirit. Get one aspect of our
lives so it feels right, and two others fall apart or come
under attack.
For most of us, that's normal, and it doesn't seem to
be getting any better.
As a member of Co-op America, you are joining with
those who share your values in a practical marketplace
of products, services and ideas. The economic strength
which is generated can help build the kind of world we
want-for ourselves and our children.
cont. on pg. 41
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Choosing what you need
from those you respect
for those you love
C -J

MAHOGONY SLING ROCKING CHAIR
A beautiful Sling Rocking Chair of weather-resistant
mahogony . Rocks on any surface . Folds flat for easy
storage or transport . Its removable 100% cotton duck sling
is available in attractive navy, chocolate or beige . This
handsome mahogony chair Is made by the women and
men of two craft cooperatives in Honduras , brought to
America by Pueblo-to-People , and will be a welcome and
comfortable addition indoors or outdoors .
CA601. Price: $39;00 [$6.00 shipping]. Colors of canvas:
navy. chocolate. beige.

UPRISINGS, The Whole Grain Bakers' Book
A Uniquely Enjoyable Baking Book featuring the best
recipes of 32 whole-grain, cooperatively-run bakeries
Featuring:
• easy directions for over 200 home-size recipes, Including
treats like Papaya Squares and Pecan Sandles, delicious
hearty staples like Vegle Bread and Grandpa 's Farm Bread,
plus plenty of cakes, rolls, muffins, cookies , granola ...
• a helpful gUide to foods used In whole grain baking, with a
commonsense approach to nutrition, as well as comprehensive directions for all types of bakln.g
• an extensive Index that Includes listings by type of baked
good ; special dietary characteristic (eggless, dalryless, etc.)
and by major Ingredients .
• handsome Illustrations; a tour of the thirty-two colorful
bakeries, and how whole grains affect our health, and
work affects our lives.
CA620. Price: $11 .95 [.50 shipping)

TIBET

Sheepskin 's beautifully handcrafted shearllng hats are expertly designed
and finished to withstand years of cold-weather wear. We offer the choice of the
sensuous and stunning' 'Czarina " - or for a special Co-op America price of only $25, the
warm and handsome "Tibet" In easy to assemble kit form .

Ancient Hlmalyan design with
unique top vent. 3-plece ,
head-conforming styling with
durable leather lacing for a rugged touch. The kit comes with all
pieces ready for assembly In less
than an hour . An Incredible price
for a wonderful hat.
CA701. Price: $25.00 [$2.00 ship.)
Sizes: S.M.L. Colon: stoney,
ranch. buckwheat, grey.

CZARINA
Luxurious natural deep pile brim,
suede crown . Elegant style , yet warm and
comfortable .
CA700. Price: $49.00 [$2.00 shipping) .
Sizes: S,M,L. Colon: nutmeg. antelope.
stoney. cinnamon. expreaao. honey.
ranch. buckwheat. grey. mocha. blue.
black, burgandy.
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2100 M Street, NW, Suite 605
Washington, DC 20063
1-800-424-9711, ext. 5307
in DC; 872-5307
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Dear Friends,

§

Welcome to Co-op America's Alternative Marketplace. In it you will
find products and services representing some of our more than 300
Organizational Members. You can be assured of qual ity and reasonable
cost from groups which share your concern for environmental survival,
peace, social justice and cooperation.
Some of the extraordinary products and services you will find are:
1,

t
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furniture from Central American craft co-ops, and coffee from
Nicaragua offered through Pueblo to People and Friends of the
Third World; regional products from the northwest, Appalachia
and New England
savings on 100% cotton clothing through Good Things Collective,
household goods through Life Tools Co-op, books through Food for
Thought; the new Holly Near-Ronnie Gilbert collaboration through
Ladysl ipper; new age music from Wings of Song

,', an a 1ternat i ve hea 1th insurance plan for members through a workerowned insurance company; the latest information o"n social investment
Co-op America is a non-profit, national membership association,
managed by a worker cooperative. From baby bassinets to ban the bombs,
every dollar you spend will be building a hopeful and practical economic
alternative. By supporting locally-based, socially-concerned groups, you
are helping challenge the basic assumptions of a mass-produced, profitoriented and environmentally unconcerned economy.
For those of you using our catalog for the first
to try us out. Non-members can order, although there
charge ($3). Membership information is on page C-12,
join at our regular annual Individual Membership fee

I
t

time, we invite you
is a small service
and we hope you'll
of $15.

For those of you who are already members, we know you'll share our
excitement at this newest step in serving you
access to new and useful
products, services and ideas to help us build a healthy, peaceful world.
In Cooperation,
Paul Freundlich, director

Making Your Dollars Count for Personal and Social Change

C-3

HUMMINGBIRD SPINNING WHEELS
Hummingbird Spinning Wheels are designed and handcrafted in Eugene ,
Oregon from the finest materials : red oak , solid-core birch plywood , cocobolo,
ebony and leather , with stainless steel and oiled bronze bearings . It is an
attractive , efficient and inexpensive spinning tool. For transportation or
storage , the entire wheel can be quickly disassembled with a few screws and
bolts.
The Hummingbird Spinning Wheel is a handsome tool that will give you
years of useful and pleasing service.
The Hummingbird Spinning Wheel is of the castle . or cottage design . with Indian Head tension
(single drive belt . bobbin lead . flyer tension) . For easy treadling . the drive wheel is mounted on
two ball bearings and is eccentrically weighted. The foot treadle is double action . so that heel as
well as toe pressure powers the drive whee. This provides accurate control of spinning speed .
Tension on the flyer is precise and easily adjusted by a leather strap . A snap is provided for quick
and easy bobbin exchange . The drive band is readily accomodated on the maidenhead when not
on the bobbin . Be ing solidly constructed. the wheel sits well on the floor and does not wander
when spinning .

CA631. Cost: $145.

CA630.ln Kitform . Price: $110.00
[shipping for either item, from zip code 000-799, $12.00; over 800, $8.00]
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FOR YOUR HOUSEHOLD
through Pueblo to People
BASSINETS

BOOKCASE
A turned , wooden-bar bookcase in a
simple and contemporary style for
books , stereo, record albums. Four
shelves, 10" x 36" x 40" high . Made
by a Honduran craft cooperative.
CA600. Cost: $29.00 [$4.00 shipping]

These charming bassinets are woven
from palm leaves and are extremely
durable . They come with a mattress ,
fitted sheet, quilted reversible
comforter made from soft cotton
fabrics in floral prints . The bassinets
are made by a women ' s cooperative
in Honduras . Available in baby size
(29 " x 17 ") and doll size (17" x 10") .
CA602. Baby. Price: $49.00 [$6.00
shipping]
CA603. Doll. Price: $14.00 [$4 .00
shipping]

TRAY
TABLE
GUATAMALAN TABLE CLOTH and NAPKIN SET
From a Guatamalan crafts cooperative , famous handwoven cotton cloth . with
colorful embroidery. Along with the generous 60 x 80 tablecloth come eight
matching napkins . A wonderful setting for a holiday table.
CA605. Cost: $25.00 [shipping & handling, $4.00]
Specify background color choice: blue , brown or white .

C-4

Great for breakfast in bed , or coffee
serving tray . Constructed of blond
wooden bars with woven palm-leaf
mat surface . Tray lifts from base for
easy serving. 24 " xI6"xI6" high .
CA604. Cost: $14.00 [ship., $4 .00]

AETERNUM PRESSURE COOKERS

BACKPACKER KNIFE
This is the classic Victorinox Swiss
Army Knife made of stainless steel.
The Backpacker features a large
blade , medium blade , large
screwdriver , medium screwdriver,
bottle cap lifter , wire stripper ,
corkscrew , can opener, large
scissors , toothpick , large tweezer ,
medium reamer and key ring.
CA647. $19.50 [$1.40 shipping]

Aeternum Pressure Cookers are
absolutely the finest pressure cooker
made. All stainless steel, triple
bottom construction , Italian made in
a very elegant design . Unlike any
other pressure cooker , the Aeternum
opens to the inside for safety . Mirror
finish , inside and out .
5 1/ 4 qt., CA644. $56.00 [$2.70 shipping]
7 qt., CAMS. $62.00 [$2.90 shipping]

NOODLE CHEF
Once you ' ve had homemade noodles ,
it's hard to go back. The Imperia
Noodle Chef is made of chromed
steel, self-lubricating , self-cleaning ,
sturdy clamp , self-sharpening , 6 "
wide, with a 1 year guarantee.
Recipes are included .
CA642. $27.00 [$3.40 shipping]

TOFU KIT

Great savings from Life Tools Co-op
15-400/0 off retail

Based on the design from the Book of
Tofu , this kit comes with everything
needed to make tofu : mahogony
press , filter bag, cheesecloth , natural
nigari , and a 16 page book with
reCipes and instructions .
CA646. $18.00 [$1.90 shipping)

OSTER JUICER

TWIN OAKS HAMMOCK

A centrifugal pulp ejecting juicer
with built in pouring pitcher.
Stainless steel blades and basket .
One year guarantee . A very good
value.
CAMI. $59.00 [$3.40 shipping)

Woven by Twin Oaks Community out of white , textured, polysynthetic rope to
resist rot, mildew and shrinkage . These comfortable and spacious hammocks
(60 " x 84 " ) hold several people easily and are an attractive addition to any
outdoor or indoor space. The stretchers are made of varnished clear oak , an
indication of the quality that have made these hammocks so successful for so
many years .
CA640. Cost: $56.00 [$3.70 shipping]

100% COTTON FlANNEL SHEETS

3 PIECE WOK SET
The set includes a 14 " wok , ring base
and cover . The most efficient and
nutritious way of cooking .
CA643. $21.00 [$3.20 shipping]

Made in England , these sheets are the best made at the best prices . 100%
cotton , soft , light , seamless , untreated , static-free , guaranteed against
defect , will not exceed 3% shrinkage, spin dry , no ironing . Flannel sheets
make an ideal light covering in the summer, and warm you in the winter.
Available in an attractive range of colors and patterns : Champagne , Blue ,
Cherry or Shadow Stripe.
Full Flat , CAMS . Cost: $20.00 [shipping, $1.70]
Full Fitted , CA649. Cost: $24 .00 [shipping, $1.70]
Queen Flat , CA721. Cost: $23 .00 [shipping, $1.70)
Queen Fitted , CA 720. Cost: $27.00 [shipping, $1.70]
Pillowcase , CA722 . Cost: $5.50 [shipping, $1.40]
Indicate color choice: champagne , blue, cherry or shadow stripe .

Toys and Gam e s with an :tmi>f!WkhMiiL-£\4.\K=.
ecological flavor
SAVE THE WHALES

. .M",,,4 LLJh.,:

In Save The Whales all players work
together to save eight great whales:
Bowhead , Fin , Blue , Gray, Right , Sperm
and Orca . While cooperating with one
another , players try to beat the system
(oil spills , radioactive wastes, catcher
ships) - the forces which are actually
pushing our great whales toward
extinction - just as in real life .
Players earn survival points during the
game which they can pool to help whales
in trouble . The game cards offer players a
chance to learn all about whales .
The board is simply beautiful. The
color drawings sparkle as if you were
riding alongside a great whale in the
ocean.
Save the Whales is very realistic ,
highly educational and enjoyable , too .
The handsome metal whale playing
pieces can also be worn as pendants .
CA660. Price: $25.00 [$2.00 shipping]
". . '.

. ... .

. : . . . , . . ...', .'" :.-:..::::::. :'.' ..;..:: ;.'.. .........

Amusing, educational, beautifully
colorful silk-screened puzzles from
Coyote Collections , an Oregon craft
group . This is one of those toys
designed for children that adults
haue a hard time resisting .

\Jl
o

ana

Skeleton

OUR BODY, a multilayered puzzle
A fun introduction to anatomy and
the systems that make us tick . 4
layers, 18 pieces . Ages 3-8 .
CA613. Price: $16.00 [$3.00 ship."]

A children 's favorite . The real ,
once-alive giants of old . 6 pieces .
Ages 3-6 . 11 " xI4 ".
CA612 . Price: $13.50 [$3.00" ship.]
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THE OCEAN, a multilayered puzzle
Crafted of wood and colorfully silk-screened , The Ocean is a fanciful ,
entertaining and educational toy . Layer by layer we discover the life below the
ocean surface . Mixing the layers makes for intriguing possibilities . 18 pieces .
CA611. Price: $18.50 [$3.00 shipping"]

MAKING FACES, a multilayered puzzle
The four faces are each made up of four
wooden sections (hair , eyes , nose , mouth)
allowing almost infin ite opportunities for
foolishness . Brilliant colors will delight all.
CA610. Price: $19.50 [$3.00 shipping"]

MUSIC

Dynamic, New Age music from the 30 singers and
instrumentalists who makeup ON WINGS OF SONG
TRUST IN LOVE
Our latest recording of folk/rock songs written by musical director,
Robbie Gass. Provacative and deep ly moving songs of personal and
social transformation. Called by West Coast Source distributors, "The
number one New Age vocal albut of 1983 ." Includes " Welcome To This
World," "Hunger ," "Opening The Heart" and "Trust In Love ."
CA730. Price: $8.00 [$1.25 shipping). Color choice: Record or Cassette
MANY BLESSINGS
Chants and songs collected from different traditions which celebrate
human unity and inspire peace and well-being . Includes: " Listen, Listen,
Listen," "From Thee I Receive," "May The Long Time Sun Shine Upon
You," " Tis A Gift To Be Simple ."
CA732 . Price: $8.00 [$1.25 shipping) Color choice: Record or Cassette
ON WINGS OF SONG
Our first album of original songs by Robbie Gass . The music speaks of
awakening , relationships and joy . Includes "Sun And The Moon , "
"Spring Hill, " " You Can Be As Free ," " Not My Will But Thine ."
CA733. Price: $8.00 [$1.25 shipping) . Color choice: Record or Cassette

LIFELINE, Holly Near and Ronnie Gilbert
A majestic collaboration of generations and spirits . Ronnie was one of
the Weavers in the 40 's and SO 's, a folk group which loudly voiced the
progressive and humanistic concerns of the American people until the
blacklist virtually silenced them . The strength of their music and their
commitment won the devotion of a large following .
Ho lly grew up adm iring Ronnie 's strong, proud singing and stance,
and dedicated her second album to her. They got together for the filming
of " Wasn ' t That a Time ," when Ronnie was learning some of Holly's
songs for the Weavers' Carnegie Hall reunion concert . Ronn ie ' s
awareness of women ' s issues and her consciousness of herself as a
woman performer had grown because of Holly ' s music . Then they began
touring together.
Lifeline is a live recording from the Great American Music Hall in San
Francisco . Styles range from folk and jazz to Broadway and gospel.
CA189. Price: $7.95 [$1. 75 shipping) . Under color choice: Record or
cassette.

and ...

JOURNEYS, Holly Near
A representative sampling of her first six albums , compiled because so
many folks . new to her music. have asked for one . For Holly Near ' s
mu sic . this is a good place to begin .
CA390. Price: $7 .95 [SI . 75 shipping and handling)
When ordering . indicate record or cassette under "color choice "

Women ' s mus ic from Ladyslipper

A Peaceful , Graceful Meeting of Music and Natural Sounds .. .
ALIVE TREE 0, Kramer, Evenson, Verdeaux
Cello , flute , grand piano . In a rare and
special concernt , three outstanding artists
perform original and spontaneous
compositions for meditation and celebration .
CA773 . Price: $8.00 [$1.00 shipping)
MOEBIUS, Cyrille Verdeaux
An ecstatic inner journey spirals on the
wings of spacious sound . Romantic, classical
and refreshingly beau tiful piano melodies float
through a poetiC and subtle synthesized
soundscape . Cello and natural sounds enhance
textures of tonal harmonies .
CA772. Price: $8.00 [$1.00 shipping]

DESERT DAWN SONG, Evenson
Dese rt floor swells with life as the earth roll s
in to a new day. The magic of birds at dawn and
a voice echoing across a canyon join with flute .
ce llo and harp to greet the morning light .
CA770. Price: $8.00 [$1.00 shipping]
L1FESTREAM, Evenson , D'Rachel
Musical harmonies of flute and harp flow
with the cycle of nature ' s water. From the ra in.
wind and birds of mountain forest to streams ,
waterfalls and ocean rhythms deep with whale
songs .
CA771. Price: $8_00 [Sl.OO shipping]

Only Available in Cassette
r..,

PURE NICARAGUAN COFFEE

WOOL AND COTTON TIGHTS

Drip/ Fi lter Grind, vacuum packed in recyclab le foil to mainta in
fres hn ess for month s. Tempora rily processe d in Holland until the
Nicaraguans ca n do it themselves . Each order contains two
packages , more than a pound of delicious coffee .
CA760. Price: $5 .50 [$1. 75 shipping. $.25 for each additional Item
to the same address)

WOOL TIGHTS
Soft. warm . wool tights. a luxury for your
legs. Flat kn it with a plush elastic waistband .
Reinfo rced toe and heel. 92% wool , 6%
nylon. 2% lycra . Han dwash, dry flat , preshrun k.
CA088. Price: $18 .00 [shipping Included). Sizes:
S [fits 4'9"·5'2"); M [5'2". 5'7") ; L
[5' 7"· 5'10"]. Colors: Camel, Grey, Black, Navy,
Dark" Brown, Antique Rose .

Thi s is the highest quality,
p re mium coffee . Here 's
a chance to mix good
taste with good
politics .

[For a wonderful way to prepare your coffee, see page C·16)

COTTON TIGHTS
A cotton tight that fit s . Made by Hue . Two
sizes . regular a nd queen . 90% cotton . 10%
lycra and nylon . Cotton for comfort , lycra and
nylon for stretch and durabili ty . Cotton fiber
is spun a round th e lycra and ny lon so that on ly
100% cotton touches you. Tube foot
construction for versatile foot fitting. flat knit
with a re inforced toe . Hand was h. Preshrunk .
CA087. Price: $16.50. Sizes: Regular [70.165
lbs. ); Large [up to 225Ibs.). Colors: Black, Grey,
Burgandy, Navy, Brown

VERMONT GIFT BASKET
A selection of delicious favorites from Cherry Hill Cooperative Cannery . Conta ins one pint of
pure Vermont Maple Syr up , and one pound each of smooth , naturally sweet Apple Butter and
tang y Cra nb erry Apple Sauce . Blended from hand· se lected , pre mium quality Vermont aples . No
art ificia l flavors . colors. sweeteners or additives are used . You will love having these wond erfu l
jar s on you r table . or prou d to send them as a g ift .
CA512 . Price: $16 .50 [shipping Included)

VERMONT MAPLE SYRUP

liz gallon. 64 oz . of pure Vermont Maple Syrup .
CA5ll. Price: $19 .50 [shipping Included)

CLANCY'S FANCY REAL HOT SAUCE
Meet the ve ry fri end ly Hot Sauce . A
he a rt· warming housewa rming gift .
Unique all ·\Jegetab le mixture adds zest to
any dish. c.culcy's is very concentrated :
one bottle serves hundreds. Fire your
imagination 1
CA710. Price: [4 oz.) 55 .50 [ship . Incl.)
CA711. [8 oz.) Price: 57 .00 [ship . Incl. )
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CHILD'S CHAMOIS OVERSHIRT AND JOGGING PANTS
Both very soft and ve ry tough . cotton chamois
is ideal for children's clothing . These shirts and
pants are easy to get on and off . and roomy
enoug h to layer over another garment . Designed
to be worn togeth er as a set or sepa rately .
Machin e wash and d ry. Shrinkage , 2·3 % .
OVERSHIRT
Soft and loose fitting for activ e ch ildren .
CA083 . Price: $13 .75 [shipping Included) . Sizes:
2-3,4-5, 6·6x. Colors: blue, dark brown, maroon.
JOGGERS
Elastic encased at waist and ankles . Soft ,
tough pants for kids to run arou nd in.
CA084. Price: $11.75 [shipping Included) . Sizes:
2·3; 4-5, 6-x. Colors: blue, dark brown, maroon .

GRANDFATHER SHIRT
The all.tlme favorite from Good Things Collective
A super comfortable shirt . Roomy with a drop shoulder seam and a tailored placket closing . it
has a soft band collar and a shirt tail hem . The buttons are of smooth brown coconut shell. For
men and women. Material is a heavyweight cotton gauze, offered In an extraordinary .ange of
bright, clear colors . Machine wash and dry . Preshrunk .
CA047, Price: $29 ,75 [shipping IncludedJ. Sizes: XS,S,M,L,XL,XXL. Colors: white, purple, teal,
blue, rust

TURTLENECK
A wardrobe standard , this turtleneck is one of
the most durable knits around. 100% cotton
comfort in colors to match any style or mood.
Machine wash and dry . Preshrunk .
CA082. Price: $11.50 [shipping IncludedJ, Sizes:
S,M,L,XL,XXL. Colors: jade, turquoise,
lavender, blue, red, fuchsia, black, rust,
TURTLENECK FOR CHILDREN
The same great fabric and colors in sizes just
right for smaller folks .
CA085. Price: $8,75 [shipping Included), Sizes:
2·3, 4·5, 6·7 . Colors: same as adult colors

from

Good Things Collective

1000/0 COTTON CLOTHING

I

I

V-NECK TOP - Sale! 20% off
An improved version of our V·neck Summer
Top . Of textured, lightweight . 100% cotton
gauze. this breez y shirt is gently gathered at
the front shoulder seam s for a casual look.
With short , set·in slevves, it's a must for cool
comfort . Machine wash warm . tumble dry .
2-3% shrinkage.
CA086. Price: 511 .99 [regular , $15 .75)
[shipping included). Sizes: S,M,L,XL. Colors:
Periwinkle Blue, Plum, Turquoise, Forest
Green .

JUMPSUIT - Sale! 40% off
.---:....._ -

SALE - Reduced from $35.50

CORDUROY PULLOVER DRESS
A comfortable . loose-fitting dress . The high yoke with its soft gather ing and open . banded
V- nec k will look good alone or ver match ing shirts and turtle -necks. We put a pocket in each side
seam . and added a tie-belt and delicate buttons on the cuffs . This long-sleeved dress can be worn
to any occas ion . dressy or casual. Below the knee length . 11 % cotton corduroy .
CA081. Price: $26.50 [shipping includedJ . Sizes: S,M,L,XL. Colors: char brown, cabbage red ,
shetland blue, safari green.

Our generously cut. V·neck Jumpsuit is a
new style · an original design from a New
England manufacturer. Of heavyweight 100%
cotton gauze. this textured. elegant garment
is gre at for dress or play . It features sewn ·on
pockets, elasticized ankles, and pleated
shoulder straps . Fabric loops on one should er
strap close over matching bu ttons . Wear it
loose , or with its own belt. Machine wash
warm , tumble dry ._2·3% shrinkage .
CA080. Price: $29.99 [regular , $49) (shipping
included). Sizes: S [6·8J, M [10·12], L [14.16J.
Colors: turquoise, fuchsia, teal, lilac.

HOME ENERGY TUNE·UP: manual for
owners, renten and Iandlordl, by the
Environmental Science l)epvtment of the
MUlachulletti Audobon SocIety
this Is a no-nonsense guide to home energy
management for both homeowners and
renters. It tells you how to • weatherize
(simple, low-cost steps to reduce heat loss; •
lnIulate (what products to use, costs, payback
and a simple contract; • heating IYItemi
(maintaining, Improving or replacing your
system to save fuel and money; • 10lar energy
(solar porches, shades, water heaters) ; •
energy·efftclent appllanca )to save up to 50%
more than ordinary ones) • ftnanclng (how you
can finance your home tune-up so that you
start making a profit with your first month' s
payment. Whatever kind of structure you live
In; whatever your situation, this book will help
you get the best mileage for your energy
dollar. 9/83 publication . 75 illustrations. 6x9.
CA672. Price: $6.95 [$1.50 Ihlpplng)
GARDENING FOR AU. SEASONS: The
complete guide to prociudng food at home 12
months a year, by the New Alchemy Institute
Gardening For All Seasons summarizes 12
years of hands-on food raising experience at
staff members' homes - In containers, on
windowsills, backyard gardens, apartment
decks and rooftops, In solar gardens - as well
as at the Institute' s Innovative organic farms
on Cape Cod and In Costa Rica.
The book Is Intended to help people tum
their homes Into lush, productive sources of
fresh food year round, In a manner that Is
simple, Inexpensive and fun .
Gardening For All Seasons Is a main
selection of the Rodale Book Club.
7'/4 x 9 1/4 with 70 illustrations.
CA670_ Prtce: $12.95 [$1.50 Ihlpplng)
BRITrLE POWER: energy Itrategy for
natlonallecurlty, by Amory B. Lovlnl and L.
Hunter Lovlnl
This controversial Defense Department
study reveals that the United States has
reached the point where' a few people could
release enough radioactivity to make much of
the United States uninhabitable; • a small
group could shut off three fourths of the 011 and
natural gas to the eastern states In one evening
without leaving Louisiana; • a few people could
black out much of the country.
America' s reliance on nuclear power and
centralized systems has created an energy
network that Is so prone to failure that It Is a
threat to our national security. The authors
show how the U.S. can adopt a national energy
policy that will both enhance America' s
military preparedness and make that
preparedness less necessary.
512 pp. Paper.
CA671 . PrIce: $8.95 [$1.50 Ihlpplng)
THE NEW GAMES BOOK, by the New Gam..
Foundation
A classic In Its own time . It Includes the
non-rules to sixty New Games for two to 2,000
players, from quiet to active; over 250 photos
and commentary on the history of New Games,
refereeing, festival crganlzatlon ...
CA070. p,.ce: $7.95 [$1.00 Ihlpplng)
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BOOKS
FIFTH WORLD TA1.ES
A series of amazing bilingual myths and
legends, fully Illustrated In vibrant colors. The
three book packet we offer Includes The Magic
Boyt from Guatemala, Atariba and Nlguayona
from Puerto Rico , and The Little Hone of
Seven Colon from Nicaragua. In Spanish and
English , suitable for ages 5-11 .
CAlSO. price: $14.85 [$.90 Ihlpplng)

STORIES FOR FREE CHILDREN, edited by
Letty Cottln Pogrebln
A rich collection of 38 fables , fiction and
fa iry tales which unfold In a non-sexist,
multicultural, multiracial world. Designed for
parents and children to enjoy together, these
stories are enjoyable, as well as openings to
sensitive subjects such as divorce, adoption
and death . Illustrated and suitable for all ages.
CA381. Price: $9.95 [$1.10 Ihlpplng)
MAID OF THE NORTH, by Ethel Pheipi
These 21 delightful folk and fairy tales
feature women as heroic , clever and
courageous figures. Gathered from a Variety of
ethnic and cultural backgrounds , Including
Afri can , European , Native American and
Asian . 173 pp.
CA382. Price: $6.25 [$.90 Ihlpplng)

DESPAIR AND PERSONAl. POWER IN THE
NUCLEAR AGE, by Joanna Macy
this Is a guide to despair and empowerment
work; a way to break through our social taboos
and psychic numbing. It helps us express our
distress around the present planetary crisis.
The result Is a release of energy and vision,
that helps us build compassion, community
and a commitment to creative action. Several
thousand people have participated In the
author's workshops around the world . 1983.
CA383. Price: $8.95 [$1.10 .hlpplng)
THE TURNING POINT, by FrltJof Capra
Capra shows how new discoveries In physics
lead to a less mechan istic worldvlew than our
the one on which our society has been
operating - one more attuned with feminist
and ecological sensibilities. He details the
profound Implications this world view could
have for our approach to biology, medicine,
psychology, economics, technology and
social/political structures . An Inspiring work.
1982. 464 pp.
CA384. Price: $8.95 [$1.35 Ihlpplng)
BRIEF ENCOUNTERS, by Emily Coleman and
Bet:ty Edward.
Practical advice on how to make the most of
relationsh ips that may not last forever .
Whether you are single and searching between
primary relationships; moving to a new area;
recently separated ; Involved In a long-term
bond that Isn 't all you 'd like it to be ; or simpiy
questioning that anything " iess than true
iove " indicates failure , you ' ll find usefui
Insights. Written In a clear, reiaxed style . 400
pp . 1979. Originally $10 .95 .
CA385. Price: $3.50 [$1.10 .hlpplng)
WE OWN IT, by Honlgsberg, Kamoroff and
Beatty
How to start and manage co-ops, collectives
and empioyee-owned ventures . " We Own It"
gives you the legal , tax and management
Information to start and successfully operate
all types of consumer, producer and worker
co-ops . It covers non -profit, for-profit and
cooperative corporations, ESOPs, partnerships
and includes a state-by-state listing of iegai
requirements .
CAI50. Price: $9.00 [$1.10 .hlpplng)
COMMUNITY LAND TRUST HANDBOOK,
by the Inltltute for Community EconomlCl
Through iand trusts, rurai and urban
communities can regain control of iocalland
and housing . This book describes the iand
trust modei and the many probiems It
addresses; gives nine case studies of
functioning land trusts across the country; and
offers practical gu idelines for those wanting to
establish their own . Well illustrated, with a
bibieography for further info. 1982 . 230 pp
CAI5l. Price: $9.95 [$1.10 shipping)
A PEOPLE'S HISTORY OF THE UNITED
STATES, by Howard Zinn
Howard Zinn contends that traditional
history - which concentrates on the doings of
those in power - creates a mood of
heipiessness among the vast majority of
peopie , insuring their submission . He gives us
a different kind - one that tells of those who
have been overlooked . Comprehensive and
impreSSive . 1980.614 pp .
CAISS. Price: $8.50 [$1.10 shipping)

ALLIGATOR
35" long , done in colorful calico. Does not
bite .
CA033. Price: $18.92 [$2.25 shipping]

SNOWFLAKE ORNAMENTS
A set of three intricately crocheted flakes for
your tree .
CA481. Price: $5.33 [$1.00 shipping]

CORNSHUCK DOLLS
A three century old Appalach ian tradition.
S" ta ll , carryi ng either a bouquet or a work
churn . A love ly gift for an adult or child .
CA067 . Prlce:$10.64 [$1.00 shipping]. List
choice of "bouquet" or "chum" under color.

HANDTURNED BUD VASE

10" diameter , si mple , sturdy, attractive woven from honeys uckle vines .
CA480. Price: 528 .38 [53 .50 shipping]

S" tall , beautifully crafted wood vase with a
embellished with a corns huck rose .
CA069 . Price: $13 .95 [$2 .25 shipping]

HERSTORY. by June Sochen
A dynam ic presentation of the wome n' s side
of Ame rican history . Dr. Sochen conce ntrates
on the official pic ture of the lives of women .
blacks and Indians . and upon the reality of
their lives . Originally $6 .95 .
CA138 . Price: S2 .00 [S1.10 shll)ping]

Perfect for casual or down home dressup ,
you " ll be fancy wherever you go .
CA066. Price: $31.22 [$3.50 shipping]. Sizes:
S.M.l. Dominant color: red. blue. brown.

Why settle f or less than real crafts from
MATCH, an Appalachian co-op?

HONEYSUCKLE VINE BASKET

HERBAL MEDICINE. by Dian Buchman
A deta iled . practical ma nua l on how to
choose and use easily ob ta inable he rbs to
maintain good health - and to relieve such
common ailments as headache. muscular pa in ,
fever . diaahea. alle rgies . poison ivy .
Hardcover . originally $12.95.
CA133 . Price: 54 .00 [51.10 shipping]

COLORFUL CALICO VEST

more book bargai ns
from
Food For Th ought
SWEAT. by Mlkkel Aaland
Saunas . sweatlodges . Is lam ic Hammam,
J apa nese Mushi- buro ... An in-depth look with
man y photos and illustrat ions. Details for
bu ilding your own sweat bath are included .
Originall y $7 .95 .
CA132. Price: 53.50 [$1.10 shipping]

LAURA DOLL
In blonde or brunette , Laura is a 17 " beauty
in long dress , apron and bonnet .
CA068 . Price: $29 .56 [53 .50 shipping]. List
under color choice: blonde or brunette .
NON·SEXIST CHILD RAISING , by Carrie
Carmichael
How you can help your children grow up free
to be themsel ves . Excellen t . Hard cover.
orig inall y $9 .95 .
CAl:S9 . Price: S2.50 [5 .90 shipping]
THE HARDER THEY COME. by Michael
Thelwell
An engrossi ng nove l of th e J amaican
folk-hero, gun man and Reggae star . Rh ygi n celebrated in the song and film of th e book 's
title . Memorab le . Hardcove r. orig inal ly
$12.50.
CA130. Price: S3 .00 [SUO shipping]
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MAKING CHANGES
Co-op America is offe ring these alternatives
to help you make productive choices in your life
co-op AMERICA MEMBERSHIP
Co-op America is a national membership association joining over 300
Organizational Members and thousands of Individual Members who share a
commitment to social and environmental responsibility and cooperation in the
workplace . Our purpose is to create a serious, democratic economic
alternative in this country - and in the process to expand the range of
personal and community choice .
By becoming an Individual Member of Co-op America, you will :
• receive regular information on our progress and the effect of your dollars
• be offered access to special opportunities like our health insurance plan
• pay no service charge when ordering through our catalogs
• contribute to a revolving loan fund for new, cooperative business
development
• support the groups with which you share values, and help define the way
those values are manifested in the marketplace
CA002. Price: $15.00
If you are involved with an organization interested in Co-op America, write :
Co-op America, 2100 M St., NW, Suite 605, Washington, DC 20063

ALTERNATIVE HEALTH INSURANCE r - - - - - - - - -- - - - - - ,
MOTHER
Only available to Co-op America
- -EC-O-MMENDS
- --""'
nn
-S--I
Individual members , this plan features
HEALTH INSURANCE FOR OUR READERS.
the use of alternative health
...
"1 ..
practitioners; full coverage of
•::::=...... •
• :=:r....,
reproductive procedures ; well-baby
care ; low unisex rates ; socially
1\.
••I,,,.,
hrdl!h
,b,,,
\\, .. 1.1"1,,,,, ,,,', ,
t,
responsible investment of premium by
'''''f'' ,
,hm""., '"
a worker-owned insurance company ;
preferred rates for non-smokers in good
health ; refund if the group claims cost is
...
less than estimated. The plan includes
$10,000 Term Life Insurance and covers
up to $1 ,000,000 in claims . It is not
presently available in NY or Maine .
You will receive information about
the plan automatically if you become a
...
Otr _ _ "·_L._
member, or for more information, call :
"'"./
M
1-800-424-9711, ex. 5307
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co-op AND COMMUNITY ORGANIZING
The first step beyond yourself is understanding what is
possible to do with others . This packet will help you find
those others ; organize with them; and together create the
cooperative and community structures to support your
values and lifestyle .
We have included materials and publications lists from
a number of cooperative and community support groups
drawn from our Organizational Membership . This is a
good way to survey what's out there in publications ,
workshops, conferences and other resources .
CA006. Price: none [$5.00 handling charge)
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SOCIAL INVESTMENT
If you have questioned what your
money is used for , or if you could be
getting a better , safer return , this
packet of materials is for yOU . It
includes information about two
SOCially responsible investment
funds, two excellent investment
newsletters, and a sensitive
investment counselor for larger
estates. All these groups are
members of Co-op America , of
course. We also include a brief
explanation about social investment
from the Social Investment Forum , of
which Co-op America is a member .
We think this packet is a useful
starting point to help you put your
money where it will do both you and
the world the most good .
CA005. Price: none [$5.00 handling)

FINDING CO-OPS: a reaource guide and
directory
• An easy to use reference book, with 1!stings
divided alphabetically , by type , sector and
state .
• A national directory that lists all kinds of
Co-ops from pre-school to memorial society ;
from agricultural to consumer food co-ops .
•A
guide telling how to identify and
find support organizations . federations and
resource centers .
• Contains a review of u.s. co-op history. with
pictures and stories. Produced by the Co-op
Information Consortium . 1983.
CA680. Price: $15 .95 [S1.75 .hlpplng]

MAGAZINES &
JOURNALS
SOJOURNERS
Sojourners represents a growing number of
Christians who are coming together in a movement
of biblical faith and political conscience. Arising
from a 40-member community in inner-city
Wash ington , DC. , Sojourners is a magazine, a voice
for change . Sojourners covers the range from the
struggles of migrant farm workers, to raising our
children; from the threat of nuclear war, to advice to
new communities; from civil disobedience, to the
renewa l of worsh ip; from the pursuit of Justice In the
in ner city, to the contemplative inner life .
CA7SO. Prlce:$12.00

RAIN, Journal of Appropriate Technology
One year, 10 issues of Rain points the way to ·
model projects , how-to-books, Influential
documents and political undercurrents. From
wood stoves to solar design; community gardens to
recycling systems ; computer Information networks
to neighborhood co-ops, Rain explores the leading
edge of social and technological discovery . And
we ' ll send you a free copy of "Knowing Home," an
inspiring book which demonstrates an integrated
approach to self-reliance in one bioregion .
CA230. Price: $15.00

Every year Community Jobe lists over 2,000
openings in community and social change work
nationwide . Jobs In the environment and foreign
affairs; housing and health care; educatIon and
human rights; public policy and the media. You
don 't have to starve to make the world better, and
here ' s the chance to put your Ideals and skills to
work. But Community Job. is more than a unique
classified section . In each issue we' ll tell you how to
get a Job , get involved, or make your organization
more effective .
Ready for work you can believe in? Subscribe now
to a year of Community Job., and we'll send you
free, our wonderful booklet, " Making the
Community Your Career."
CA290. Price: $12.00

COMMUNITIES, Journal of Cooperation
If you want to know what's hopeful In America,
Communties is probably the place to find It. For
more than a decade, thousands of community
groups, co-ops and Ind ividuals have been reporting
the joy and strugg le of working and living together.
Filled with writing that's personal , practical and
re al, Communities will help you keep in touch . 64
pages, quarter ly. Included in this special offer are A
Guide to Cooperative Alternatives and the special
10th Anniversary IlIue, an $18.95 v1\lue.
CAOOI. Price: $12.50

MOTHER JONES
Mother Jones has won more than Its share of
editorial awards in the past, but we refuse to sit on
our laurels. Our mix of documentary-style expose
and wide-ranging commentary make us unique on
the U.S . scene. 10% off on a one year subscription,
and a free copy of " Poor Ronald ' s Almanac."
CA410. Price: $10.80

SELF-RELIANT
Self· Reliant Is a new magazine (1983) growing out
of some of the oldest human needs self-sufficiency , simplicity, barter. Interesting
approaches to environmental survival and
community scale are mixed with " how-to" pOinters
about energy savings, trad ing and running your
own business. Published 10 times a year .
CA740. Special Introductory Price: $9 .97

MEDICAL SELF-CARE
Medical Self·Care Is the authoritative,
Informative, beautifully designed quarterly
magazine of access to health skills. Every Issue will
help you Improve your health, and deal with health
problems with a new degree of confidence,
effectiveness and control.
CA280. Price: $12.00

IN THESE TIMES
In These Times is an independent newsweekly
with a perspective unique to American Journalism .
Committed to democratic social and political
change , its weekly coverage of the nation , the world
and the arts combines incisive reporting, thoughtful
analysis and ti mely reviews with exciting,
award -winn ing design . Six months, 22 issues .
CA310. Price : $15 .95

WHOLE LIFE TIMES
[Shipping included
on all magazines]

Every Issue brings you health articles and
Information on food , vitamins, personal care ,
medicine and exercise . There are regular features
on the environment, anti-nuke movement and spirit.
Now , one year, 10 Issues for a healthy America.
CAllO. Price: $11.95
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96 symbolic cards come with Start Gate, each providing a subtly colorful , beautifully
intriguing path to your deepest concerns and intuitions . As with Tarot, you can read the
cards yourself - or with a group of friends use the images to evoke a deeper
understand ing of each other .
CAOIO. Price for boxed set: $10.50 [$1.50 shipping) $15% off regular price
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WOMEN IN STYLE CALENDAR
A stunn ing collection of images by women fashion
photographers from Womens Resources Distribution
Compan y .
This 1984 full color calendar is a visual delight, and
h ighlights the contributions to the world of style by
these innovative women .
CA224. Price: $7.95 [$1.70 shipping)
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SIMPLE UFESTYLE CALENDAR
The Appalachia - Simple Lifestyle Wall Calendar
for 1984 features prize-winning black and white
photography depicting the beauty and character of life
in Appalachia . The calendar also offers daily
suggestions for personal growth through lifestyle
simplification ("Try herbs for common ailments "; burn
lower wattage light bulbs") , while still leaving plenty of
room to record personal schedules .
The Simple Lifestyle Calendar is produced by
Appalachia - Science in the Public Interest , a
non-profit research and educational organization
mobilizing citizens in the areas of energy conservation ,
appropriate technology and environmental protection .
CA690. Price: $4.50. [$1.00 shipping)

Larry Fox , who has been silkscreening T-shirts for co-op and
progressive groups for years , has produced our logo in two
tones of green on a white , 100% cotton T-Shirt .
Be the fir st on your block , or order them for the whole
block . Sizes: S (34 -36) ; M (38 -40); L (42-44) ; XL (46-48)
and
Item no. CA020. Price: $6.25 [$1.50

Orders must be received by
November 15 for Christmas delivery. This catalog and prices
are valid till 4/ 1/ 84. We will
acknowledge your order upon
receipt, and In case of problems
contact our service , AB&C at
[703J 684-8644 .

1

: CO-OP AMERICA'S Alternative Marketplace
"'iJ1

1 Name ________________________________________

3' 1 Address,______________________- - - - - City,_ _ _ _ _ _ _S
, tate_ _ _
County

Phone [

]

MEMBERSHIP NUMBER ___________________

o

PHONE ORDERS -- 1-800-424-9711, ex. 5307, toll free
10 am to 5 pm [EST] Monday through Friday, except
holidays. The minimum phone order is $30.00, and
requires the use of VISA or Mastercard [please complete
order form before making a phone order.)
o I've enclosed a check or money order in the amount of
$
, payable to "Co-op America"

IEEI

Please charge

,C='f1

I am already a member of Co-op America.

o My membership fee is included on the order below.

o
....

I don ' t wish to join Co-op America at this time . I
have added the service charge to my order.

Signature required

o

ITEM NO.

DESCRIPTION

QTY SIZE

·',.C ", :
A B"
C

,. AS
C

CA002

AS
C

New Membenhlp [add $15.00 per memberahtp}

ORDERING INFORMATION: The Item numberlsthe "CA" number listed with each Item
In the catalog,Shipping/handling charges, If any, are listed In parenthesis after the price.
Please Include this Information, plus size and color (or other choices requested for the
"color" column), fill In the appropriate member/non-memberchargesand complete your
form . Mall to CO-OP AMERICA, P.O. Boxl4Z6,AJe.undrIa, VA U313 wtthcheck, money
order or credit card Information (no COO's, please). Prices guaranteed until , 4/1/84.
Allow 3-5 weeks for delivery. Co-op America guarantees that all products offered In this
cata.1og comefrom groups which a.re socially and environmentally responsible, and have a
spirit of cooperation In the workplace - and these products will meet your satisfaction .

c'

Subtotal
Non-Member
Order Charge

$3.00
D.C. residents only:
6% aal.. tax

Shipping!
Handling
GRAND TOTAL

• Please circle A, B or C in the Gift Address column to correspond with the address to which you wish the item to be
sent. If you wish to have a gift card sent, clearly print your message on the last line of the box below .
A B C

Street _________________

Name ________________________
Strut ________________________

Street __________________--'-

Clty,_ _ _ _ State-Zlp
__________________

Ctty_ _ _ _ _ StatL---..Zlp
Mesaage, _____________________

Clty,_ _ _ _
Mesaage ___________

Name _____________ _ _ __

Name _______________-""'

_ __
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and tho air farce

NOTECARDS
Set of 10 attractive notecards with
envelopes saying ... It will be a great
day when our schools get all the
money they need . and the air force
has to hold a bake sale to buy a
bomber. "
CA386 . Price: S5.00 [S .50 shipping]

POSTCARD SAMPLER
A packet of 12 postcards: political.
fem inist. humorous, beautiful.
Includes Emma Goldman , Bob
Marley . Reagan spoof and much
more . Liven up your correspondence
with this unique collection of cards .
CA387 . Price: $6.00 [S .50 shipping]

STEPPING STONES
The classic Diane Schatz poster of an Ecotopian
vision of the future . 22 " x 24 "
CA232. Price: $3 .60 [shipping Included]

STO Vl {"Wf-l1!( r
C(JPPC'C'm f-lKc'lRS
From Earthen Joys on the northwest coast of Oregon , we
bring you this attractive. two·piece. stoneware coffee maker.
The generous 14 oz. cup and matching dripper are beautifully
glazed and durably hand -crafted in a selection of earth tones .
Included with the set is Earthen Joys' 100% cotton. reusable
Eco-filter. Careful topstitching help s this Melita-style filter
last a year or more . The Eco-filter provides a more effective
filtering than poss ible with cloth filters made from looser
weave materials .
The coffee cup, matching stoneware dripper and Eco-filter
make a gift that any coffee drinker will enjoy each day of the
year.
CA780 _ Price: $13.50 [$2.50 shipping] . Colors:brown, rust, oat

co-op AMERICA
2100 M St., NW
Suite 605
Washington, DC 20063
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2. Access and Savings: There are necessities like health
care protection, jobs, housing, peace; enhancements
like crafts, clothing, music, travel; information to allow
us the full range of our choice. Our alteniative health
insurance plan, information resources and catalogs are
our first steps in that direction.
3. Participation: We want your participation at every
level. Your direct feedback about what's important will
shape our direction. .
We believe that as people are affected by Co-op
America, they should have that stake reflected through
their control. Right now, the largest stake is with the
staff. which has contributed its sweat equity, arid we are
a worker co-op.
.
Our Organizational Members, particularly the ones
providing products and services, have a growing stake,
on an advialready recognized through
sory board. By the fall of 1984, these Organizational
Members will share formal control of Co-op
......-::;;;;__
America.
For you as an Individual Member, the
same process applies. We already
have a consumer representative on
the Advisory Board (from the
Consumer Cooperative Alliance) and will put a more
formal representative structure into place by the fall of
1984.

America regional reps who could provide support and
networking services to members.
Access and savings also mean more. products and
services, such as auto insurance, travel and housing; ·
access to educational alternatives and conferences,
and workshops; regional , and specialized catalogs.
Another long-term direction is ohr interest helping .
create .a bank tp service our members \ (socially ...
responsible investment, of course), and our own
bankcard for use in ordering, and useful with all our
local Organizational Members.
Unity also means a sense of economic, political and
spiritual confidence solidly baSed on sQ..,ared practic;:e. As
the Alternative Marketplace become more real, many
forms of cooperation are possible.
During the next year, Co-op America will continue to
grow. Our plans include: offering a regular publication
to our Individual Members and ,a
seasonal
supplement to our c,talog; beginning the
b
development of a revolving loan fund to
', b
assist responsible businesses; adding
new products and services that our
members have requested; and
trd
expanding our .membership.
;r
After bclng in operation for
one year, we have a lot of
successes behind us
and
our pledge .to you is to
continue to serve our members and develop networks
that are committed to social
and environmental responsi. bility .andeconomic democracy
- all within the spirit and practice
of cooperation.

AM

4. Much more: Participation,
access and unity also involve
mid and long-range goals.
Participation also means giving
you better tools to organize your
life and your community. Some of
those tools are personal, and some
involve strengthening local institutions.
Co-op America is already working with one of
the most innovative consumer co-ops in the country,
Puget Consumer Co-op, on member-support services.
We've also considered Co-op America Buying Clubs
(computer-linked for ordering?) to increase member '
savings, working through existing food buying clubs
wherever possible; a line of non-food Co-op America
products available through local storefronts; Co-op

r/,

,0

ADVISORY BOARD
Tony Vellela (Consumer Co-op Alliance); Jim Gibbons
(Consumers United Group); Hazel Henderson (author,
Politics of the S%r Age); Kathy Kinsella (Kamber
Group); Rick Koven (Workers Trust); Terry Mollner
(Trusteeship Institute); Glee Murray (Community
Jobs); Derek Shearer (co-author, Economic Democracy); D. Wayne Silby (Calvert Group); Ed Harrington
(Good Things Collective).
0
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Commonwork Pamphlets is a not-for-profit publishing
collective based in New Haven, Connecticut. Commonwork
publishes four or five pamphlets a year. They vary in subject,
but all are conceived with three goals in mind: to bring an
independent radical perspective to bear on an issue or political
problem; to fill gaps in information left by other organizations
and media; and to speak in a language and style accessible to
general readers and working people.
Often, Commonwork Pamphlets are designed as tools for
social change organizations, such as peace groups or
unemployed worker councils. Some address practical
problems, such as the choices available to young men facing the draft registration. Others address broader questions about
the future of society. Most pamphlets are designed to
contribute little-known information-for instance, the history
of unemployed organizing in the Great Depression, the actual
'role blacks play in the military, or the social and political
background of workers in Polish Solidarity-to ongoing ,
debates.
'
Commonwork began life informally in 1979 as Common
Sense for Hard Times Pamphlets. In response to the rebirth of
the cold war and the resumption of draft registration, a group
of activists and writers in the New Haven area published four
pamphlets dealing with various aspects of the draft. The
success of those pamphlets was phenomenal; within a few
months, 80,000 copies were in circulation.
, The group was formalized as Commonwork Pamphlets in
late 1981. Currently, Commonwork has ten active members,
. who meet once a month to discuss current and future projects.
Besides the production of pamphlets, one of the main focuses
of our activity at the moment is improving distribution. If any
readers of Communities would be interested in distributing
pamphlets, or know of organizations which would be
appropriate outlets, please get in touch. '
Commonwork is independent of any political organizations.
Our pamphlets are a resource that we hope can be used by
people in many settings who want to deal with shared
problems.
Subscriptions to Commonwork are $5 a year; single copies
of individual pamphlets are .50, and considerably lower bulk
rates are available. Anyone may reprint a Commonwork
Pamphlet so long as Commonwork is credited and receives a
copy, and the pamphlet's language is unchanged.
Commonwork Pamphlets, P.O. Box 2026, New Haven,
.
Connecticut 06521-2026

The European Peace Movement
and What it Means to Ame'rica

by Michael Ferber

It is now nearly forty years since the
nuclear age began. The greater part
of humankind has grown up with
the knowledge that the world might
come to an end in an atomic

holocaust. Nearly everyone agrees
that such a holocaust is more likely
now than it has ever been. Is there
anything we can do to stop it?

The desolation of a nuclear war is so far beyond our
experience that most of us balk at imagining it. The
technical complexities of weaponry and the control of
weaponry discourage us from thinking about them. The
deep entrenchment of the two superpowers and their
military establishments seem to brand any political protest
as futile. So we stifle our fears and rationalize our anger
and try 'to forget our despair. Paralyzed before the
enormous and relentless momentum of final self-slaughter,
we bring the slaughter closer by our very paralysis.
Now, however, there are signs that we are emerging
from our hopelessness. Americans have begun to raise
their voices against the arms race. And in Europe, both
West and East, a peace movement of extraordinary size
and depth has announced itself to an astonished world.
It is a movement ,which presents Americans (and
Russians) with the richest opportunity since the end of
World War II to reduce the likelihood of another, and
infinitely worse, world war. It is as if we have been granted
another chance to save ourselves. The European movement
goes far beyond European goals: it speaks to every party to
the accelerating weapons buildup, and it has done things
which can serve as a creative model for the peace
movement in America.

What Brought the Movement About
The first aim of the European peace movement is a
nuclear-free Europe. "From the Pyrenees to the
Carpathians," as President Ceaucescu of Romania put it,
or "from Ireland to the Urals," as others prefer, no
nuclear weapons . would be stationed. NATO had the
Warsaw Pact forces would dismantle all their tactical and
intermediate atomic missiles, artillery shells, and mines,
and declare Europe no longer a "theater" of World War
III.
Its ultimate goal, however, is world disarmament. The
Dutch peace movement has adopted the slogan, "Help rid
the world of nuclear weapons-let it begin in the
Netherlands. " America and Russia will both come under
strong European pressure.
What brought the movement to its present height of
energy and numbers was the NATO decision of December
1979 to station six hundred new American nuclear missiles,
the Pershing II and the "cruise" (Tomahawk), in Western
Europe. About a hundred of each would go to West
Germany, and the rest, all cruises, would go to England,
Italy, Belgium, and the Netherlands. Both these missiles
are intermediate-range or "theater" missiles, and the
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rationale for their deployment was, of course .. that they
would counter Soviet increases and upgradings of their
S5-20 intermediate missile.
Very quickly, however, many citizens of all five recipient
countries objected to the plan. They were disturbed in the
first place because their own governments had consulted
the public very little or not at all before the decision. The
British House of Commons, for instance, held its first
debate on nuclear weapons in fifteen years-six weeks
after the NATO decision had been endorsed by the
Thatcher government.
More important, they disagreed with the NATO
rationale. The Soviets were indeed 'modernizing their
missiles, but the total number of warheads had changed
little, and the missiles themselves were only marginally
advanced in quality. The American cruise missile, on the
other hand, though it was not yet in production, would
seriously escalate the arms race: it is so small that it can be
hidden beyond the means ,of ,the most sophisticated
monitoring devices to detect, and the USSR will surely
develop a comparable missile in response. NATO too had
long ago decided that "theater" weapons would not be
needed in Europe even if the USSR were to station them;
tactical nuclear weapons (which NATO, not the Warsaw
Pact, first deployed) and the United States' strategic
arsenal would do. Now comes a new jump in quantity and
quality which the Soviets will understandably try to
counter.

When Reagan appointed. . .
long-standing advocates of
huge military spending as his
disarmament negotiators,
Europeansjeft that American
joreign policy had jallen into
the hands of naive and
dangerous conjrontationalists.
As to the captive audience in this "theater, .. the
Europeans were not amused over the distinctively American plan of a " limited nuclear war/ ' the idea that a nuclear
war could be confined to Europe while leaving America
untouched. The Soviets have always denied the possibility
of this idea: after all, a large part of the USSR is in Europe,
and would be destroyed in a European war. It is only
America which can entertain the prospect of fending off a
war through its strategic weapons while sacrificing
Europe.
The NATO missile decision was made during the Carter
administration. But when Ronald Reagan was elected
President, many Europeans felt the situation had grown
much more dangerous. During his entire public career
Reagan has trumpeted the most mindlessly simple foreign
policy, whereas Western Europe has had a much more
intimate c.:1d realistic understanding of co-existence ' with

the USSR. As his .secretary of State Reagan appointed
General Alexander Haig, whom Europe knew well as
Supreme Allied Commander of NATO forces; one of his
routine duties was to plan for the first use of nuclear
weapons against Eastern Europe. , And when Reagan
appointed Eugene Rostow and Paul Nitze, long-standing
advocates of huge military spending, as his disarmament
negotiators, Europeans felt that American foreign policy
had fallen into the hands of naive and dangerous
confrontationalists. ,

The Size and Shape of the Movement
From October to December 1981 nearly every Western
European · capital and several other major cities saw
enormous marches and rallies, some of them the largest
political gatherings since before the war: in Bonn, West
Germany, 300,000 gathered; London, 250,000; several
Italian , cities, 500,000; Brussels, the headquarters of
NATO, 200,000; Amsterdam, 400,000 (the largest in
Europe); Athens, perhaps 300,000. In the Bonn demonstration fifty-five Social Democratic representatives to the
Bundestag took part, members of Helmut Schmidt's
governing party; also present, in defiance of orders, were
seventy German soldiers in uniform. In Amsterdam several
hundred soldiers joined the march.
In the Netherlands, which has the strongest peace
movement, the chief organizing vehicle since 1966 has been
the Interchurch Peace Council. It has reached out through
the churches at the parish level, neighborhoods, and local
groups of every sort to the "grass roots," independently of
any political party. Besides the slogan we have quoted, it
adopted a logo showing a family pushing away a large
bomb. The message is clear, and the response has been
strong: we cannot wait for governments, the people
themselves must get rid of the bombs.

The Dutch
Council has made links with fellow
Christians in both Germanys. In East Germany, a
Lutheran clergyman named Rainer Eppelmann has gathered two hundred signatures of prominent East Germans
on the "Berlin Appeal" for a nuclear-free Europe. He was
arrested but released after two days. Over four thousand
young men have written letters declaring that their

Christian faith forbids them to serve in the East German
army. A similar number attended ' a public meeting in
February '1982. which criticized East German government
policies.
, Among the great demonstrations in the fall of 1981 were
two in Bucharest, Romania: 100,000 in November and
300,000 in December. These, unlike the protests in East
Germany, had the backing of the government, which has
long pushed a foreign policy independent of the USSR.
Western European peace organizers also have good

. . . when the people want
peace,badly enough, their
governments will have to get
out of the way and let them
have it.
contacts with the Solidarity union in Poland, but that
organization cannot take up an international issue when it
is struggling for its very survival. In general, the western
movement feels that its closest spiritual ,allies in the East
are the "democracy" movements, though it believes that
the USSR and Warsaw Pact governments have strong
motives themselves to seek disarmament. The outreach, in
short, is people-to-people; it goes beneath, around, and
through the governments ' and established parties. The

European movement does not intend to be captured or
deflected by the Cold War interests of either superpower.
The tactics of the movement, besides demonstrations,
petitions, and advertising campaigns, embrace every form
of nonviolent pressure on governmental authorities. Dutch
and Irish organizers have recently come to the United
States to study the tactics of the Civil Rights movement of
the 1960s. There are plans for marches from Norway to
Moscow, camp-ins outside NATO missile bases, East-West
youth conferences, and possibly direct bilateral disarmament negotiations between, say, Holland and Romania, or
Greece and Bulgaria, by-passing the superpowers. Already
underway are actions which by-pass even the European
governments, such as declarations by several regional
councils in England that their regions are now nuclear-free
zones no matter what Parliament may say.

The American Reaction
American officials have reacted with a mixture of troubled
caution and arrogant dismissal. Watching the first
demonstrations roll through the northern European cities,
Lawrence Eagleburger of the State Department announced
that they were all symptoms of ' Protestant gloom.
weekend
Unfortunately for Mr. Eagleburger, the very
about a million people marched in Italy and Spain. With
the Catholics now in the movement, this stab at a new
theory had to be withdrawn, and Washington fell back on
its trusty old one: communist manipulation. Ronald
Reagan, at his August 1981 news conference, said that
while some in the movement are "sincere," "others are
really carrying the propaganda ball for the Soviet Union,
because there's no mention made of two hundred SS-20s,"
the Soviet missile. In fact there had been plenty of
"mention" of the SS-20s during the whole preceding year,
and in the following weeks there were plenty of signs in the
demonstrations aimed at the Soviet Union: they demanded
that ·the SS-20s be removed from European soil. A little
later Reagan had hardened his position: the European
demonstrations are "bought and paid for" by Soviet
agents. That claim is too ludicrous to warrant a reply.

It is only America which can
entertain the prospect of
fending off a war through its
strategic weapons while
sacrificing Europe.
Reagan finally acknowledged the power of the movement in November when he announced a missile-reduction
proposal to negotiate with the Soviets, but it does not
address the basic fear that the new US missiles are a
substantial jump. At least the US is now talking to the
USSR in Geneva, and for that, small as it is, we must thank
the Europeans.
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' There are signs, too, that the American people are
paying closer and more sympathetic attention to the
European movement and have come to share European
fears over Reagan's policies. Personal and organizational
links between the European and American peace movements are growing stronger. Many English, German, and
Dutch activists have visited America to explain their cause
and Americans are listening.

The 'Communists
But is the peace movement truly international? Doesn't the
movement, in effect if not in intent, favor the Soviet
Union?
As we have said, the western movement has joined hands
with groups in Eastern Europe, some of them in tense
relations with their governments. The goal of the
movement is to disarm the Communists as well as the
Capitalists, and encourage the citizens of every country to
compel their governments to reverse the arms race.
Western Europeans recognize that the Soviet Union has
problems of its own-that its fragile economy can support
a huge military machine far less well than the more
advanced economies of the West, that its people want more
consumer goods, that good trade relations with the West
are essential. General Haig has acknowledged these
problems, but · instead of taking them as a point of
departure for peace, he announced in the spring of 1981
that the US goal was to destroy the soviet economy by
means oj an arms race-a terrifyingly stupid strategy if
there ever was one, and a confession that it is America that
is now forcing an arms race, not the Soviet 'Union. The
European movement's strategy is to appeal to the Soviet
Union's obvious need for disarmament and conversion to
peacetime production.

The European movement has drawn both superpowers,
finally, into bidding for its support by offering peace
proposals at Geneva. So ' far, Brezhnev has made
. handsomer statements than Reagan, but if Americans
doubt Soviet sincerity we have only to demand that Reagan
make an equally attractive offer and then sit down and
seriously negotiate: Europe'may serve as a match-maker by

UTwice in this century Europe
has disgraced its claims to
civilisation by engendering '
world war. This time we must
our debts to the world by
engendering peace.
U

.

playing hard-to-get.
The Europeans are particularly angry at the American
government right now, because its new missile plan
aggressively throws off the nuclear balance. But Americans
should not feel threatened by this anger. On the contrary,
we should be angry ourselves at the irresponsible generals
and politicians of both parties who are leading us into
unimaginable disaster. This is the time to overcome our
sense of impotence and hopelessness and take action. We
should take heart from the Europeans, and organize
ourselves to bring about disarmament. For nearly forty
years the governments of the world have failed to take a
single meaningful step toward disarmament. As President
Eisenhower said long ago, when the people want peace
badly enough, their governments will have to get out of the
way and let them have it.
0
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What They Are Saying
We must commence to act as if a united, neutral
and pacific Europe already exists. We must learn
to be loyal, not to "East" or "West" but to each
other, and we must disregard the prohibitions and
limitations imposed by any national state.
It will be the responsibility of the people of each
,nation to agitate for the expulsion of nuclear
weapons and bases from European soil and
territorial waters, and to decide upon its own
means and strategy, concerning its own territory.
These will differ from one country to another, and
we do not suggest that any single strategy should
be imposed. But this must be part of a trans-continental movement in which every kind of exchange
takes place.
We must resist any attempt by the statesmen of

East or West to manipulate this movement to their
own advantage. We offer no 'advantage to either
NATO or the Warsaw alliance. Our objectives
must be to free Europe from confrontation, to
enforce detente between the United States and the
Soviet Union, and ultimately, to dissolve both
great power alliances.
In appealing to fellow Europeans, we are not
turning our backs on the world. In working for the
peace of Europe we are working for the peace of
the world. Twice in this century Europe has
disgraced its claims to civilisation by engendering
world war. This time we must repay our debts to
the world by engendering peace.
(From the Appeal for a Nuclear-Free Europe,
April, 1980)

WHO ARE THE WORKERS IN POU-S-H
SOL I DAR I
,A N D W H'A T
DO, THE Y WAN T?

Polish workers have made headlines in America since August 1980. ' Their meteoric
success in organizing Solidarity provided catchy copy for the morning papers and
dramatic footage for the evening news. Walesa's moustache became so familiar that if
he would only agree to sell deodorant he'deasiJy make a million dollars.
But in spite of this sensational coverage, or perhaps because of it, the workers of
Solidarnosc remain a mystery to most Americans. , Who are they? How did they
organize Solidarity? What they accomplished in so short a time is astonishing, and it is
incredible that they are still organizing' under martial law.

WHO ARE THEY?
great majority of Solidarity activists are today
between the ages of 25 and 35. They 'were'born into a
'
new industrial state rising out ofthe chaos and
devastation of World War iI. Their families, uprooted
by the war, settled near new manufacturing complexes
such as the Gdansk shipyards on the Baltic,Seaboard.
From their early childhoods, the future ,activists of
Solidarity knew that someday they would take their
,
places as ):V,o rkers in these factories. Thus, as a
generation, they werejust as important to the sucCess of
the new socialist state as were the recently constructed
industrial plants.
'
>

GROWING UP IN A WORKERS' STATE
Officially, Polarid has been a workers'state for 35,
years, run by and for workers. But, even before the rise
of Solidarity, Polish workers themselves repeatedly
challenged the Polish reality through strikes and street
demonstrations. If the ideals of socialism,promised a
better life for all, why wasn't there enough to eat? Why,
in this workers' state, were the workers unable to '
control their own lives?
When major strikes broke out on the Baltic Seaboard
in 1970, the government responded at first with
repression. Several hundred workers were killed and
many more injured, but still
cQntinued. A "
new government leader, Edward Gierek, travelled to
striking factories in person to announce a change in
government policy. He promised an end to repression,
consultations with workers over their problems, and an
improved standard of living.
Gierek hoped to win workers' loyalty by offering
them the fruits of a flourishing consumer society: This
, required the retooling of the Polish economy at a cost of
billions of western dollars. Gierek's message to workers
was clear: if they would leave the politics to the officials
and turn their attention back to productive work on the
job, they woUld soon be rewarded with the color TV sets
and blue jeans that new Polish factories' would produce.
But in spite of Sunday afternoon soccer in full color,
the reality of worldng people's daily lives improved very
MoSt of the benefits of the new economic policies
went to support the scandalouslY-expensive life-styles of
the high government officials whom many called' 'the
red bourgeoisie."
'
, ,'
Price rises were inevitable, and when they came in
1976, the autoworkers in Radom and U,rsusstruck in
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protest. After their revolts were broken, a group of
, artists and intellectuals formed the Committee to
Defend Workers (KOR; later named the Committee for
Social Self-Defense) to marshall financial and Jegal '
support for workers jailed for strike activity. They '
published and distributed literature which documented
the repression underlying the "red bourgeoisie's',' ,
consumer society. Their signatures on publications '
exposed the amorality of this society's
what's-in-it-for-me attitude. In spite of their personal ,
courage, however, KOR remained an isolated voice on
the margins of popular opinion. Even as late as the
spring of 1980, their call for free trade unions met with
indifference from the majority of Polish people who
had long ago despaired of
change.

In Europe, both ,West and
East, a peace movement 0/
extraordianry size and depth
has announced itself to an
astonished world. ,

"

The cynicism gave way to an exhilirating sense of
growing unity and strength when a wave of strikes swept
the country in July 1980. The sporadic work stoppages
were catalyzed into a general strike several weeks later,
when an Interfactory Strike Committee formed at the
Gdansk shipyards. Strikers there had formulated a list
of twenty-one demands that were adopted as their own
by thousands of striking factories throughout the
country.

SOLIDARITY TAKES HOLD
Strikers had taken full advantage of their economic
,leverage as producers by staying in their factories and
refusing to be provoked into street violence. Their cry
was, "Don't burn Party headquarters, form strike
committees!"
'
The victorious tactic of a general strike of factory
occupations anchored the movement in radical,

Andrzej Tymowski is an eiectician. He is the editor and
translator of The Strike in Gdansk, available from
Common work Pamphlets for $2.75 postpaid.
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consensus-based democracy. Strike activists were given
positions of leadership by acclamation, but with the
clear understanding that their authority sprang from the
shop floor and could be revoked at any moment. When
Wales a, for instance, declared the shipyard strike over
because the government had acceded to local demands,
he was hooted down by an assembly that included
representatives from other plants. "No," they shout.ed.
"The shipyards stay on strike until all demands of the
strike movement are met." Walesa had to reverse the
decision.
All strike negotiations were conducted in public
assemblies and broadcast over loudspeaker systems.
Representatives from outlying districts taped the
proceedings on cassettes, to be replayed at striking
factories back home.
Solidarity's structure reflected the general strike that
propelled it into existence. News of the strike in Gdansk
spread through factory networks, which were based on
the new trust that developed between people who had
broken through the old web of fear and apathy. As
these networks grew in strength, they gathered plant
departments and individual factories into regional
centers based at major industrial plants.
After the Accords were signed, these regional strike
centers became the new union framework, a loose
federation of regional chapters. The national leadership
was the National Consulting Commission. Composed
of two representatives from each region and several
permanent members, its task was to exchange
information and to relay suggesions for coordinated
action between regions. It met only as the need arose
and had no power to enforce its decisions.
The regional structure of Solidarity contrasted
sharply with the craft structure of the official trade
unions. Solidarity welcomed all people employed in a
given region as members of that region' s
Popular enthusiasm was so great that in the two months
between the Accords and official registration, solidarity
organized ten million members; that is, over 80070 of the
workforce and more than one quarter of the total
population.
Thus, even before it had the legal right to organize,
Solidarity had established itself as an organization of
the entire class of working people. Technicians,
government employees, scientists, and journalists
joined Solidarity. They joined to support the cause of
industrial workers, and also to protect workers in

general, by creating greater eConomic clout for their
own interests. Independent farmers and students .
formed separate unions in association with Solidarity.

SOLIDARITY IN ACTION
"Tbey want us to puU our load, like workhorses. But we
want to bold tbe rein- - - well, 80 tbat tbey won't take
any more wrong turns.
In a country that has known formal political
democracy for only four years in its entire history,
Solidarity spearheaded a radical experiment in
democracy without parallel in the world. Once the lid of
secrecy and censorship had been lifted, it became a
national obsession to prevent manipulation or arbitrary
decisions. No matter how long discussions in search of
consensus dragged on, they were universally
acknowledged as preferable to top-down
.'

Even before it had the legal
right to organize, Solidarity
had established itself as an
organization of the entire class
of working people.
The challenge of creating and maintaining a
self-managed organization often million people out of
nothing produced explosion of creative talent. The
most articulate, politically canny spokesmen for
Solidarity stepped directly from their jobs as electricians
and lathe operators into positions of responsibility in
the union. Art and writing blossomed; over 600
Solidarity publications sprang to life in the first year of
its existence. Every factory, 'every town, insisted on its
own paper and took great pride in its production.
The five-day work week was one of Solidarity'S
earliest and hardest-fought victories. Yet by late
summer 1981 "free Saturdays" seemed a lUXUry Polish
society could ill afford. The nation's economy teetered
on the edge of collapse. Massive hunger marches
inflamed social frustration to the flash point of violence.
Although the government offered no proposals of its
own, it launched a hysterical campaign to blame the
volatile climate on the strikes spurred by Solidarity.

an

HOW TO BREAK THE DEADLOCK
To break this social and economic deadlotk,
Solidanty called for tactics which would provide social
services to relieve the discomfort caused by shortages,
develop new kinds of strike action that would not
disrupt necessary production, and set in motion
workers' self-management of their workplaces and
control over goods produced.
First, 'Solidarity organized self-help institutions to aid
the elderly, the sick, and working families in meeting
daily needs under increasingly difficult conditions. The
Solidarity program adopted at its September 1981
Convention contains a detailed plan for emergency
operations for the coming winter.

The National Commission issued an appeal to the
Solidarity membershipfor volunteer work on their
hard-won free Saturdays. Local self-management
councils would take charge of the plants during
Saturday work, organizing the process of production
and insuring that goods produced were delivered to
areas of greatest need.
This approach promised practical results. Workers at
the Ursus tractor plant, for instance, agreed that
machinery produced on Saturdays would be designated
for direct transfer to independent farmers rather than to
the state wholesaler. Miners in Silesia agreed to send
coal to farming regions in return for assurances of food
supplies for mining regions that had few farms.

MARTIAL LAW

No.'matter how long
.discussion in search of
consensus dragged on, they
were universally
acknowledged as preferable to
top-down directives.
_ Secondly, Solidarity proposed a variation 'On the
traditional strike, calling it the "direct action strike."
Workers would continue to go to work, but would find
ways to deny the results of production to the
state-employer. For example, printers struck to protest
censorship and the government's refusal to grant
Solidarity access to the media. Duringthe strike,
however, they continued to print children's books,local
papers and strike bulletins-everything in fact, except
the official Party paper.
Thirdly, .Solidarity demanded the right of workers to
fire their bosses. General managers and their staffs were
to remain in charge of routine administration. But they
would be hired or recalled by vote of rank and file
representatives to a workers' council, rather than by
political appointment through the Party apparatus.
Hundreds of workplaces instituted efforts to force
corrupt or inefficient managers to resign, and to force
government ministries to approve appointments ,
suggested by workers' councils.
Lastly, Solidarity began organizing production itself.

The government never took an official stand on
Solidarity's proposals for self-management, but
unofficially it did everything to obstruct them by
stalling negotiations and refusing administrative
cooperation. Many Poles wondered if this do-nothing
, government was capable of any concerted effort
whatever.
On December 13,1981, General Jaruzelski cut short
that speculation by declaring martial law . His answer to
Solidarity's initiatives for a self-managed society: "We
must shackle the hands of adventurers, the extremists of
Solidarity, before they push the country into civil
war . . . Our military actions do not threaten anyone,
but are aimed at' peace and international cooperation."

UThey can shoot us but they
cannot make us work. Our
power lies in ourselves, when
together we decide what we
want land how to get it.."
If martial law aimed to break the union by jailing its
"leaders," it has utterly failed. Solidarity's origins in a
nonviolent general strike, its decentralized structure,
and its tradition of decision by consensus, were the best
possible preparation for surviving a "state of war."
Today underground
bulletins circulate
from-hand to hand, as they did in the weeks preceding

the strike in Gdansk. Help has been organized for
families of workers killed, jailed, or dismissed from
their jobs. Factory crews make collective decisions on
the forms resistance should take. For instance, loyalty
oaths are signed by no one or by all, to prevent
individuals from being singled out for harassmc;nt.

The threat of military terror could not prevent the rise
. of Solidarity; it will not be able to extinguish it. Words
. that rallied workers in August 1980 take on even greater
meaning today: "They can shoot us but they cannot
make us work. Our power lies in ourselves, when
together we decide what we want and how to get it. " 0

THE TWENTY-ONE DEMANDS IN GDANSK THAT STARTED IT ALL
The non-negotiable core of Gdansk's twenty-one
points was the right to independent trade unions and the
right to strike as a guarantee of their independence.
Bitter past experience had convinced workers that only
an organization controlled by the rank and file could
force the government to keep its promises. They
remembered how easily radical-sounding
concessions-such as workers' councils in 19S6 and
consultations in 1970-could later be nullified in
practice by political maneuvers beyond the control of
,workers.
The remaining points defined the immediate needs of
working people, linked those needs to a broader social
movement for civil liberties, and expressed the workers'
intention to s}lpervise the direction of economic reform.
Raises were not to be based on a percentage of
income, but would be a fixed sum across the board so
that workers at the lower end of the pay"scale would be
helped most. Demands for maternity leaves, day-care
centers, reduced waiting time for housing, and a
lowered retirement age aimed to relieve the pressures on
working families. Privileges for police-and--party
officials, such as special shops that sold 'g oods not
available to workers, were to be eliminated. Food
supplies were to be allocated first of all for domestic
consumption; only the remaining surplus was to go for
export. The workers' griev,ances could not be kept
separate from the interests of society at large. When
strikers demanded the reinstatement of their fellow
workers who had been fired for participating in protests
in the past, they included intellectuals and students
dismissed for similar activities, and non-strikers (such as
KOR members) who were actively aiding the current
strike
Workers insisted that news of the Seaboard and the
twenty-one points of the Gdansk Interfactory
Committee be published in the daily press. They sought

-

assurances of continued access to the public media for
both workers and other independent viewpoints, an end
to censorship, and an end to harassment of unofficial
publications.
Finally, the Gdansk demands announced the need for
a thorough housecleaning in the economy and its
administrative apparatus. They declared that corrupt
officials should be removed and inefficient managers
replaced. They pressed the government to make public
the secret data workers needed to understand the
operations of the economy. The strikers made it clear
that
did not want to take over the state's economic
authority or get bogged down with responsibility for the
day-to-day administration of factories. But they
claimed the right to oversee the government's actions in
this sphere, and to control investment decisions and
allocations policy, so that never again would a "red
bourgeoisie" have free rein to misdirect the course of
the·national economy.
The movement represented by these twenty-one
demands spoke for and was supported by virtually
everyone in Polish society except for those directly
beholden to the Party or the internal security apparatus.
Faced with such massive power, the government
reluctantly agreed to all of the demands.
When it signed the Accords at Gdansk on August 31,
1980, the government agreed in principle to allow
independent, self-managed trade unions. But how
would these unions look in reality? Should there be one
big union, or many independent ones? If one, should it
be organized by trade or by territory? Should it be
directed by a strong central executive or be decentralized
with emphasis on local autonomy? How would it relate
to the official trade unions and Party-dominated
factory councils? What would be its role beyond the
workplace?
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Black Communities
Against War
Preparation for war is draining the life from black America. Young black men and women
are being conned into dangerous dead-end military jobs instead of getting real education and
rewarding work. Billions of dollars are being spent making weapons, some of which can
destroy the world, while millions of people go jobless, homeless, and hungry. Yet the military
wants you to think that "Defense Spending" is good for black people.
.
Let's look at the real story.

The Military'-A Future ·Or A Dead End?
The military is spending a lot of money on seductive
advertising dreamed up by slick Madison Avenue ad-men.
They get paid to con people into thinking life in the military is
great when in fact, for many, tht ·life can be truly horrible.
These ad-men want us to think that the military otTers
opportWlities and an environment free from the problems of
the wider society. The military claims it's providing training
for black people. It says that joining the Army, Navy, Air
Force, or Marines prepares young men and women for good
jobs later in civilian life.

Training For Civilian lobs?
Given the type ofjobs that blacks tend to get in the military,
it's not surprising that black veterans have high rates of
unemployment. Fifty percent of all black Vietnam vets are
unemployed. Today the unemployment rate among all vets is
almost double that of the general American population. So
what happened to all those great jobs the military was
supposed to be training people for?

The
Community Should Know
The Truth About These Claims
Military recruiters promise a lot that they can't deliver and
don't intend to deliver. In order to entice people into enlisting,
these recruiters otTer a fantasy world of adventure and
excitement. They promise to give people the jobs they signed
up for when they enlisted. They promise training which will
help enlistees get good paying civilian jobs later. And they
promise a college education people can't afford otherwise.
But these full-of-promises · recruiters can't guarantee
anything. They have no real say in which jobs military
personnel will actually be given. Many enlistees don't get the
jobs they wanted in the first place. Almost fifty percent of
those who are assured that they can change jobs after a year,
find that such an assurance is nothing but a bold-faced
lie. They are stuck with the job they started out with. A lot of
black people end up in food and supply sections in the military
or only learn how to fire a rifle. In 1981 over half of the supply
administration workers in the Army were black; over 40
percent of the food service workers were black. On the other
hand, the higher sluiled and higherpaidjob categories, such as
military police, combat engineers and aircraft personnel had
fewer blacks.

A lot of black people in the military end up hauling dishes,
. sweeping floors , and training for combat. There's nothing in
that life which prepares them for jobs in tpe civilian world,
unless they can find jobs as janitors who carry guns. .

-- --

They Call This Adventure?
In the military people
from 60 to 80 hours a week for
low pay. They are subject to the whims of their superior
officers. If a "boss" tells you to cross your eyes and stand on
one leg, you have no recourse; not following orders can get
youjailed real fast. Ifthey tell you to dig latrine holes then you
dig latrine holes.
A lot of people in the military work with dangerous
equipment. Most of that equipment, like bombs, shells, and
guns, is meant to kill. So you're surrounded by weapons and
other deadly hardware. Every year people are killed and
maimed through accidents with these dangerous tools of the
trade. In the Navy alone about 600 people die from accidents
every year. The military ask people to put their lives on the
·line and ofTer very little in return. For most black people the
military has little to ofTer except drudgery and danger. Some
adventure. I wouldn't recommend it to a roach.

Bedsheets And Burning Crosses
In "Today's Military"
Many black people join the military to escape the daily
insults of racism. But it's a sad reality that the military has
deep racial problems. Although there have been some efTorts
to decrease tensions, such problems persist. The Army Times
recently reported that every military base in this country has a
Ku Klux Klan chapter. Incidents involving the Klan have
taken place on the aircraft carrier Enterprise, and at bases like
Fort Carson, Colorado, and Fort Hood, Texas. The
Pentagon itself admitted in 1979 that there had been " a
dramatic increase in manifestations ofK.K.K. activity. " The
Pentagon Civil Rights Office concluded that the Klan is just a
part of the "new racism" in the military. The NAACP has
found it necessary to demand that the Defenf;e Department
remove " all known members of the hate gr04ps, neo-Nazis,
Ku Klux Klansmen" from the ranks.

Outside the United States, and especially in Europe, there
is hostility toward black troops. European countries have
called for a reduction in the number of black troops because
they don't want them in their towns. Recently in Germany, a
neo-Nazi group shot and killed an ofT-duty black soldier. But
this racism is n·ot confined to a few Nazis. A high ranking
German government official declared that black troops are
ignorant drug users who don' t know how to read and write .

The Military Injustice System
people stand a higher chance of going to jail in the
milItary than do the white enlistees.
51 .2% of the military prison popUlation is black .
But the number of blacks who have any say in who goes tojail
and who doesn't is very small. .
Only 13% of the military police
5.3% of the officers
4.7% of the lawyers
in the military are black.

THERE IS ONLY ONE BLACK TRIAL COURT
JUDGE IN THE ENTIRE MILITARY SYSTEM!

T4e military puts lots of black people
but it doesn 't do
much to put them in positions of responsibility in the legal
system.

The Same Old Tune
It's really the same old tune. Black people get the filthiest,
most unskilled jobs; they are insulted and attacked. When
their tours are over, they find themselves with no useful skills .
In fact, so many get so fed up with this situation that they fight
back and end up with dishonorable discharges. Four times as
many black soldiers as white leave the army with "bad
papers." This makes it even harder, if not impossible, for
them to land a decent civilianjob. Formany the military is not
a future ; it's a dead end.

How Will Black Troops Be Used?
One likely possibility is that they will be ordered to fight
other
peoples around the world. The U.S. is now
supplymg arms and setting up bases in some African
such as Morocco, Egypt, Kenya, Zaire and
Somaha. These countries are becoming tied politically and
to big business and the U.S. government. If
these. countries
.by revolution or by outside
COnflict?the. U .S.
declde to mtervene. It might use black
m highly vlslble roles in order to avoid charges of
racism. '
The U.S. might also get involved militarily in South Africa.
There are millions of black people struggling to obtain
freedom from oppressive dictatorship. Black people are being
tortured, herded into concentration camps, and forced to
work as slaves. Yet big U.S. business continues to invest and
operate inside South Africa. Since 1971 , direct U. S.
investments have tripled, rising from $1 billion to $3 billion.
President Reagan has stated that South Africa is an important

asset to U. S. interests and must be supported, regardless of its
racial policies. Any full scale revolt by black people of South
Africa would undoubtedly be met by direct U.S. military aid
to the government there. Black American soldiers once again
would be useful as a way of avoiding charges of racism. Black
troops would find themselves killing and being killed by black
Africans. The U.S. is already following such a policy in
Central America, where Puerto Rican and other HispanicAmerican troops are being used to train and work with the
armies of repressive dictatorships.

Who Gets Killed?
A large proportion of riflemen are black. Forty-five percent
of all troops assigned to gunnery and artillery are black. Since
the Army isn't training these troops for nice safe desk jobs,
they are the ones who will catch the fire when it starts. During
the Vietnam War, twenty-six percent of the casualties during
peak years were among black troops even though black
people constituted only eleven percent of the American
population. Recent studies estimate that during the initial
stages of a war in Europe about fifty percent of the casualties
would be black.
Black people, who tend to get very little from the military,
stand to lose a lot: their lives.

The Rev. Martin Luther King, Jr.
On War And Peace
"Our only hope today lies in our ability to go out into a
sometimes hostile world declaring eternal opposition to
poverty, racism, and militarism."
" A genuine revolution of values means in the final analysis that
our .loyalties must become ecumenical rather than sectional.
Every nation must now develop an overriding loyalty to
mankind as a whole in order to preserve the best in their
individual societies."
" This business of burning human beings with napalm, of filling
our nation's homes with orphans and widows , of injecting
poisonous drugs of hate into the veins of peoples normally
humane, of sending men home from dark and bloody
battlefields physically handicapped and psychologically deranged, cannot be reconciled with wisdom, justice and love. A
nation that continues year after year to spend more money on
military defense than on programs of social uplift is
approaching spiritUal death."
" We must shift the arms race into a 'Peace Race .' "
-Martin

King, Jr.

Fighting For Democracy
For 200 years since the American Revolution, black
people have fought-and died- for what we believed to be
freedom and democracy. Because America has treated us as
slaves and second-class Americans we have tried to prove,
through shedding our blood in the military, that we are fullfledged citizens.

It is America that must demonstrate to us a real
commitment to true democracy. We should not have to put on
military uniforms and go out to kill or be killed in order to be
recognized as citizens. We have historically been in the
forefront ofimportant struggles for democracy in this country.
The Abolitionist movement against slavery, the Civil Rights
movement, and the movement against the Vietnam war saw
intense activity by black people. It was people such as Fanny
Lou Hamer, Malcolm X, Rosa Parks, Fred Hampton. and
Martin Luther King, Kr. along with millions of other blacks
who fought for justice and so pushed this country to make the
changes it has. Rather than enlist in the military and fight
overseas we must struggle at home where the problems are,
and where the solutions must be developed.

What Can We Do?
Many black people are being driven into the military by
poverty and lack of real employment or educational
opportunities. As it becomes more difficult to get jobs more
people are being forced to join the military just to survive. At
this time the U.S. government doesn't need a draft. Economic
hard-times are making people enlist. Yet the military has
precious little to offer; it's really no alternative. We have to
break out of this dilemma.
First of all, black community organizations such as the
churches, the NAACP, the Urban League, and the thousands
of local and regional grass roots organizations could be using
their important positions in the black community to advise
and counsel people about the pitfalls of the military. It is .
crucial that we get behind the slick facade of military claims
. and present the harsh reality of military life for what it is.
But even the military will look good to those who have few
other options. For those faced with a choice between working
at fast food restaurants, hanging out on the comer, or getting in
trouble with the cops, the military may seem real attractive.
Something has to be done in our communities to make it
possible for people coming out of high school to fmd
meaningful work and education. Our poverty stricken cities
must be revitalized.
This country has the economic muscle to accomplish such
a revitalization. But we will never be able to implement a
massive revitalization program if we are spending billions of
dollars on the military. That money is being taken away from
our communities. Money which now refits old battleships and
builds new tanks could be used to address community needs
such as day care centers andjoD-training. Every year over 20
billion dollars is spent on research for new weapons. Imagine
what would happen if just half of that huge amount were
devoted ' to improving health care and making our sc-hoois
really work.
We have to tell young men and women the truth about the
military. But for that truth to have full meaning we have to
challenge the fact that huge amounts of money being spent on
weapons of destruction. We must demand some channeling of

these billions of 'dollars into revitalization strategies which
will benefit the people of the United States-not just the
Army, Navy, Air Force, and Marines.

the'

Over
next six years the U .S. is planning to spend two
trillion dollars on military requests. That's our money they're
going to use. We need to take that money back and apply it to
the needs of our communities.
.

How Our Money Gets Used
And How It Could Be U sed*
The $2.1 billion it cost to
build one CVN-Jl Nuclear
aircraft carrierS .. .

could have restored full
fw;tding for Medicaid (cut
by $900 million), and Aid
to Families with Dependent Children (cut by $1 .2
billion,)

The $5 billion increase in
milifary spending during
1982 . . .

could have been used to
restore full funding for
Food Stamps (cut by $1.7
billion), Child Nutrition
(cut by $1.5 billion), and
unemployment benefits (cut
by $1.7 billion).

The $400 million authorized for development of
the Pershing II missile
system . . .

could restore the $352
million cut from health
education and training
programs.

·1982 figures from: "What a Trillion and a Half Dollars for the
Pentagon Mean for You."
-Coalition for a New Foreign and Military Policy.

Ifwe must fight, let us fight as Rev. Martin Luther King, Jr.
said, against "Poverty, Racism, and Militarism." Rev. King
knew that these are the real enemies, not the black people of
South Mrica, not the Chinese, not the Central Americans.
The military wants only to destroy.
We must build.
We can create a socially responsible peaceful society
which has an adequate defense but which recognizes the

importance of human needs. Through such a society we can
truly overcome racism, poverty, and war.
We Must:
• Urge people not to enlist
• Advise them on the pitfalls of the military.
• Counsel them on existing alternatives to the military.
• Demand an immediate halt to wasteful war spending and
to the nuclear arms race.
• Work for a complete revitalization of the American
economy.
We can suffer separately in nightmarish war or we can live
together in a society of the people, by the people, ahd for the
people. It's up to us.
By John Brown Childs

Some Organizations Having Information
On Resistance To War
PROJECT STP (Stop the Pentagon/Serve the People)
P.O. Box 13416
Philadelphia, PA r9101-3416
(This group is especially aware of the impact of militarism on
Black and Hispanic communities and offers a range of
!
relevant information.)
Friends Peace Committee
Religious Society of Friends (Quakers)
15 15 Cherry Street
Philadelphia, P A 19102
Coalition for a New Foreign and Military Policy
120 Maryland Avenue, NE
Washington, D.C. 20002
Committee
Registration and the Draft (CARD)
1245 Second Street, NE
Washington, D.C. 20002
Mobilization for Survival
135 West 4th Street
New York, N.Y. 10012
Use this space to put your organization's address
Cartoons/ Tom Fricker

eommonwork pamphlets
Subscriptions: $5.00 for next-twelve pamphlets.
(If you can't afford it, send what you can.)
,Single copies:$.50 each
Ten or more:$.25 each
100 or more:$.15 each
1,000 or more:$.10 each (plus postage)
. Permission to reprint IS hereby granted if you
identify source and send us a copy.
Please include payment with your order.

Pamphlets currently available include:
5. Do You Want to Go to War in El Salvador?
6. Who are the Workers in Polish So/idarityAnd What Do They Want?
7. Millions Robbed! Reagan Hoods Suspected!
Commonwork Pamphlets
P.O. Box 2026
New Haven, CT 06521-2026

WHAT VALS IS
VALS - short for values and lifestyles-is a way of
viewing people on the basis of their attitudes. needs.
wants. beliefs. and demographics. The V ALS program was created by SRI International in 1978 in an
altempt to "put people" into the thinking of those of .
us trying to understand the trends of our times-in
the marketplace. economically. politically. sociologically. and humanly. The approach is holistic.
drawing on
and many sources of data to
develop a comprehensive framework for characterizing the ways of life of Americans. Conceptually.
VALS owes a major debt to the findings of developmental psychology . Our ilJ.itial speculations have
now been extensively confirmed, honed . and extended in field research. The system is currently
being applied in many areas of business and is evoking interest in circles as diverse as sociology , politics. law. education, and medicine.
A basic tool of the VALS program is the VALS typology . This typology is divided into four major categories. with a total of nine lifestyles. These are:
• Need-Driven
- Survivor lifestyle
- Sustainer lifestyle
• Outer-Directed
Belonger lifestyle
- Emulator lifestyle
- Achiever lifestyle
• Inner-Directed
I-Am-Me lifestyle
- Experiential lifestyle
- Societally Conscious lifestyle
• Combined Outer- and Inner-Directed
. - Integrated lifestyle
It should be understood from the start that these
lifestyle categories are not fixed and immutable.
Many people grow from one level to another as children, as adolescents. and as adults. Some very few
may start at the bottom and reach the top within a
lifetime. but far more common is movement of a level
or two.

may

The concept of a person's lifestyle
be likened to
the bullfighting term querencia, * Every bull, It
seems, has his favorite turf or home area in the bull·
ring . When prodded or lured. hewill sally furth into
other areas of the ring. but in response to his querencia. or homing instinct. he will return to the piece of
ground where he is most comfortable. S6 it is with
people . The indiv·idual. at a given tiJ1.1e. may move up
or down or across to another pattern of life, perhaps
in some limited life domain. 'such as work or marriage. Yet the tendency is to gravitate back to the
place that is best understood and least threateningthe home lifestyle.
The VALS typology is hierarchical. The prime development thrust is from Need-Driven through
Outer-Directed and Inner-Directed phases to a joining of Outer- and Inner-Direction. These major transitions are seen as crucial way-posts in the movement of an individual (or a society) from immaturity
to full maturity. Three of the four major developmental categories are subdivided into lifestyle
phases representing stages of advancement within
the main category.
By "maturity." we specifically mean psychological
maturity. Very generally. psychological maturation
is marked by a progression from partial toward full
realization of one's potential. It involves a steady
widening of perspectives and concerns and a steady
deepening of the inner reference points consulted in
making important decisions. Thus. the role of habit
and "stock answers" abates as a person matures. and
the person becomes increasingly more complex and
self-expressive in a values sense.
In the paragraphs that follow, we have tried to describe the psychological essence of each segment of
the typology and, in so doing. to provide a feeling for
the widening concerns and multiplying values of
people as they move through the typology.

·We are indebted to Howard Leonard of Youn!! &: Rubicam for this
felicitous analogy.

,

Sustainers

LIFESTYLES DISTRIBUTION, 1911
(Percentage of PopulaUon Aged 18 and Over)
Need-Driven
Survivors
Sustainers

11%
4
7

Outer-Directed
Belongers
Emulators
Achievers

67
39
8
20

Inner-Directed
I-Am-Mes
Experientials
Societally Conscious

20

Sustainers are a group struggling at the edge of poverty. They are better off and younger than Survivors,
and many have not given up hope. Their values are
very different from those of Survivors in that Sustainers have advanced from the depression and
hopelessness typical of Survivors to express anger
at the system they see as repressing them. and they
have developed a street-wise determination to get
ahead. Many operate in the underground economy.

3
6
11

THE OUTER-DIRECTEDS

Integrated

2

Source: VALS 1981 Survey.

THE NEED-DRIVENS
The Need-Drivens are people so limited in resources
(especially financial resources) that their lives are
driven more by need than by choice. Much evidence
shows that they are the furthest removed from the
cultural mainstream. are the least aware of the
events of our times. and are most inclined to be
depressed and withdrawn. Values of the Need-Driven
center around survival, safety, and security. Such
people tend to be distrustful, dependent. unplanning .
Many live unhappy lives focused on the immediate
specifics of today, with little sensitivity to the wants
of others and little vision of what could be.
We divide the Need-Driven category into two lifestyles: Survivor and Sustainer.
Survivors
Survivors are the most disadvantaged in American
society by reason of their extreme poverty, low education. old age. and limited access to the channels of
upward mobility . They are people oriented to tradition but marked by despair and unhappiness. Many.
now infirm. once lived lifestyles associated with
higher levels of the VALS hierarchy. Other generation-after-generation Survivors are ensnared in
the so-called "culture of poverty ."

This large and diverse category is named to reflect
the central characteristic of the people within it : The
Outer-Directeds conduct their lives in response to
signals-real or fancied-from others . "Out there" is
what is most important. Consumption. activities.
attitudes-all are guided by what the outer-directed
individual thinks others will think . Psychologically.
Outer-Direction is a major step forward from the
Need-Driven state in that the perspective on life has
broadened to include other people. ahost of institu. tions. shared goals. and an array of, personal values
and options far more complex and diverse than those
available to the Need-Driven. In general, the OuterDirecteds are the happiest of Americans. being well
attuned to the cultural mainstream-indeed. creating much it.
The V ALS typology defines three principal types of
outer-directed people: Belongers . . Emulators. and
Achievers .
Belongers
Belongers consitufe the large. solid. comfortable.
middle-class group of Americans who are the main
stabilizers of society and the preservers and defenders of the moral status quo. Belongers tend to be
conservative. conventional, nostalgic. sentimental,
puritanical, conforming. The key drive is to fit in-to
belong"7and not to stand out. Their world is well
posted and well lit. and the road is straight and
narrow.
Family. church. and tradition loom large. Belongers
are people who know what is right. and they adhere
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VALs-VALUES
AND LIFESTYLES OF
AMERICANS
to the rules. They are not much interested in sophistication or intellectual affairs. All the 'evidence suggests that Belongers lead contented, happy lives and
are relatively little vexed by the stresses and mercurial events that swirl around them .
In terms of psychological maturity, Belongers are
ahead of the Need-Drivens in having a much wider
range of associations (both personal and institutional). a longer term focus for planning their lives.
and a less opportunistic pattern of behavior. These
are people well integrated with their surroundings.
Emulators
Emulators live in a wholly different world from that
of Belongers. Emulators are trying to burst into the
upper levels of the system-to make it big. The object
of their emulation is the Achiever lifestyle. They are
ambitious. upwardly mobile. status-conscious.
macho. competitive. Many see themselves as coming
from the other side of the tracks and hence are intensely distrustful. are angry with the way things
are. and have little faith that "the system" will give
them a fair shake . Emulators tend not to be open in
their feelings for fear of alienating those in authority.
on whom they depend to get ahead . The Emulator
group contains a higher fraction of minorities (24%)
than any VALS group other than the Need-Drivens.
Psychologically. Emulators . are a step ahead of Belongers in that they ask more of themselves and the
system and have assumed greater personal responsibility for getting ahead instead of drifting with
events in the style of many Belongers. On the other
hand. Emulators seem often to have unrealistic
goals. In truth. many are not on the track to make
them Achievers. but they appear not to realize this.
Achievers
Achievers include the leaders in business. the professions. and government. Competent. self-reliant.
efficient. Achievers tend to be materialistic. hardworking. oriented to fame and success, and comfort
loving. Thes'e are the affluent people who have
created the economic system in response to the
American dream. As such. they are the defenders of
the economic status quo. Achievers are among the

best adjusted of Americans.
well satisfied
with their place in the system. Only 5% of Achievers
come from minority backgrounds.
.
Achiev_ers are psychologically more advanced than
Emulators in having a wider spectrum of values. in
being more open and trusting. and in clearly having
brought their ambitions into better alignment with
reality. Achievers are supporters of technology and
are open to progress, but they resist radical change.
After all. they are on top and too radical a change
might shake them off!

THE INNER-DIRECTEDS
People we call the Inner-Directeds· contrast with the
Outer-Directeds in that they conduct their lives primarily in accord with inner values-the needs and
desires private to the individual-rather than in
accord with values oriented to externals. What is
most important to such people is what is "in here"
rather than what is "out there." Concern with inner
growth thus is a cardinal characteristic. Innerdirected people tend to be self-expressive. individualistic, person-centered, .impassioned. diverse,
complex .
It is important to recognize that. in American

today. one can hardly be profoundly Inner-Directed
without having internalized Outer-Directedness
through extensive and deep exposure as a child. adolescent. or adult. One implication is that innerdirected people tend not to come from need-driven or
inner-directed families. Some measure of satiation
with the pleasures of external things seems to be
required before a person can believe in or enjoy the
less visible. incorporeal pleasures of Inner-Direction.
This means not that the pleasures of the outer world
disappear (for the VALS typology is a nested model).
. but that inner needs become more imperative 'than
outer needs. From the psychological standpoint.
then. Inner-Direction in today's Western culture
represents an advance over Outer-Direction in that it
"The term "inner-directed" was made famous by Riesman. Glazer.
and Denney in The Lonely Crowd more than 30 years ago;
although we have borrowed the expression. what we mean by it
is entirely different.
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ad.d s new values to old, thus increasing the range of
potential responses and the number of channels
available for self-expression . For children raised in
strongly inner-directed families, however, the psychological advance would involve the shift from
Inner-Direction to Outer-Direction. This would be
true, for example, of people raised according tothe
/ tenets of the great inner-directed Eastern cultures.
"

0...'

...
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VALS has identified three stages of 'Inner-DirectI-Am-Me, Experiential. and Societally
Conscious.

I-Am-Me

t I-Am-Me is a short-lived stage of transition from
h

..:_ Duter- to Inner-Direction. Values from both stages
are much in evidence. Typically, the I-Am-Me person is young and fiercely individualisti c to the point
of being narcissistic and exhibitionistic. People at
this stage are full of confusions and emotions they do
not understand ; hence, they often define themselves
better by their actions than by their statements. 1Am-Mes tend to be dramatic and impulsive. Like
cats, they have whims of iron. Much of their InnerDirection shows up in great inventiveness, a willingness to try anything once, and an often secret
inner exploration that will later crystallize into lifelong pursuits.

Experiential
As the I-Am-Me's mature psychologically, they
become the Experientials . At this . stage of InnerDirection, the focus has widened from the intense
egocentrism of the I-Am-Me to 'include other people
. and many social and human issues . Experientials are
people who most want direct e?<perience and vigorous involvement. Life .is a light show at one moment
and an intense .' often ,mystic" inner experience the
next. They are attracted to the exotic (such as Oriental religions), to the strange (such as parapsychology), and to the naturar(such as "organic" gardening
and home baking). The ' most inner-directed of any
VALS group,these"people 'also are probably ihe most
artistic and the most passionately involved with
others . Although intense, this is a thoroughly enjoyable stage of'life, full of vigorous activity (although
less so ihan at the I-Am-Me stage), and marked by a
growing concern with intellectual and spiritual
matters.
Societally Conscious
The Societally Conscious have extended their InnerDirection beyond the self and others to the society as
a whole-in fact. sometimes to the globe or even,
philosophically. to the cosmos . A profound sense of
societal responsibility
these people to support
such causes as conservation, environmentalism, and
They tend to be activistic, impas-

...
KEY DEMOGRAPHICS OF THE LIFESTYLES

Female
(Of.)

Median
Age
(yr)

Mean
Educational
Attainment
(yr)

. Caucasian
(Of.)

Median
Household
Income,
1980 ($)
< $ 5.000

Survivors

60 0k

66

8.4

55%

Sustainers

52

32

9.9

57

9,000

Belongers

60

54

10.8

92

14,000

Emulators

48

28

12.5

76

19,000

Achievers
I-Am-Mes

39
42

42

13.6

20

11 .7

95
87

35.000
12,500

Experientials

61

26

13.9

96

Societally Conscious

54

38

14.9

Integrateds

54

40

16.0

Source: VALS/SMRB. 1981 Survey.
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26,000 .
30,000

93

34 .000

A fresh approach to understanding
why people act as they do
.as consumers and as social beings,
sioned, and knowledgeable about the world around
them. Many are attracted to simple living and the
natural; some have taken up lives of voluntary simplicity. Many do volunteer work. The Societally
Conscious seek to live frugal lives that conserve,
protect , and heal. Inner growth remains a crucial
part of life . Consequently, many Societally Conscious people assume a high degree of self-reliance,
which extends to holistic health and a sense that
they are in touch with inner forces that guide then;t.

sary, and willing to take a secondary role if that is
appropriate. They usually possess a deep sense of
the fittingness of things. They tend to be selfass ure'd, sel f -act ualizing, self-ex pressi ve, keenly
aware of issues and sentiments, and often possessed
of a world perspective. These highly unusual people
are the Lincolns and Jeffersons and Einsteins and
Schweitzers and Huxleys and Hammarskjolds of
society .

THE DOUBLE HIERARCHY
COMBINED OUTER- AND
INNER-DIRECTED: THE INTEG RATEDS
At the pinnacle of the VALS typology is a small
group we call the Integrateds . These rare people have
put it all together. They meld the power of OuterDirection with the sensitivity of ' Inner-Direction.
They are fully mature in a psychological sense-able
to see many sides of an issue, able to lead if neces-

Given the lifestyle groups sketched above, one may
ask how they fit together into a single system . It
seemed apparent from the first that a simple,nested
model would not work. As far as we know,' others
had not faced this problem because value clusters
analogous to our .inner-directed groups of
Experiential. and Societa:lly Conscious had not been
propos.ed in other schemes of human growth. For
some months, the issue perplexed and gnawed at us.

THE VALS DOUBLE HIERARCHY

ZONE OF THE DOUBLE HIERARCHY

OuterDirected

--------------------------------

NeedDriven

••
•
Sustainers
••••
Survivors
i
•

Traditional , Outer-Directed
Developmental Path

+

Contemporary, Inner-Directed
Developmentai Path
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We knew that the I-Am-Me, Experiential, and Societally Conscious stages clearly are pre-Integrated.
We also thought that they must be post-Belonging: A
person must have established (in some kind of
Belonging phase) a sense of territory and have
achieved a basic psychological confidence sufficient ·
to sustain the elaborate and often difficult transitions in values involved in moving through the I-AmMe, Expe.riential. and Societally Conscious
An
can be made with a tree: Its root structure must be deep and broad if the tree is to grow to
full height and withstand the buffeting of the wind.

•

If Inner-Directedness is post-Belonging and preIntegrated, where do the stages fit with respect to
Emulators and Achievers? Certainly I-Am-Me is a
far less mature stage emotionally and intellectually
than the Achiever stage; on the other hand, Societally Conscious people seem to share many qualities of maturity with Achievers. Emulators, in contrast, seem to overlap in emotional maturity with
both I-Am-Me and Experiential stages. This left us
confused
bemused. Then-although in retrospect it seems remarkably simple-the realization
came that the ways of Inner-Direction and OuterDirection mightbe parallel rather than sequential. This
thought created one of Maslow's beloved peak experiences . The insight enabled us to dra w the so-called
"double hierarchy."

UNDERLYING PRINCIPLES
The V ALS typology is eclectic; it has plucked ideas,
perspectives, and terms from a great many places. By
far its greatest debt, however, is owed to the works
of personality theorists working in the area of developmental psychology. The needs hierarchy of Abraham Maslow, in particular, has contributed to the
thinking behind the V ALS typology .
Many personality theorists have attempted to identify the key stages in the growth of people from
immaturity (at whatever age) to full maturity (also
at whatever age). Most of the developmental typologies are hierarchical in that growth is said to proceed

along a specified path, moving from one stage
"upward" to the next. Each successive stage thus
requires "graduation" from an earlier stage in a
predetermined order.
Many psychological hierarchies have been proposed
to explain the development of human characteristics, such as motivations, personality, morality, _
fn.tellect, communication. These schemes share the
notion that growth can be usefully divided into steps
or stages . Some of the theories identify but 3 stages,
others 10 or more .
Very much oversimplified, the concept behind such
schemes is that each stage of development is marked
by a particular pattern of priorities concerning what
is important and what is trivial. At each stage different "drivers" create the need to abandon old lifestyle
patterns. Associated with each priority pattern is a
unique set of dominating values and needs. The
names of the stages in the V ALS typology are a shorthand way of identifying the central priorities of each
stage of development and their associated values.
Only the person who has, in some sense, satisfied
and internalized the special values and needs of a
stage is free to leave t,hem behind. Further, the
(sometimes sudden) achievement of a higher level.
by definition, brings with it espousal of a whole new
. set of values and beliefs that often are in direct contrast to those of the previous stage . Progress up a
hierarchy, then, proceeds in a series of jumps or
transitions.
True hierarchies should be thought of
nested
models, with each new stage "burying," as it were,
previous stages. This means that an individual's
the layers of an onion-consists of
inner "spheres" of values relating to stages of development that often date back to childhood or adolescence. Hence, the more developed a person is, the
more complex his or her value structure and the more
diverse the range of value-based reactions . This is
why highly developed people often identify with
many-even all-of the V ALS levels: They are all of
them!
.
.

WHAT V ALS DOES
•

Members of the VALS program-some 85 corporations-use our findings in a diversity of ways ,
Because most specific applications are proprietary. ·
we can discuss here only generalized uses.

Market Research
Participants interested in the market research aspects of VALS have access to the large data base
collected annually by
Market Research
Bureau (SMRB). Data from the SMRB surveys (which
have a respondent base of about 14.000) are broken
out for eight of the V ALS types and can be obtained
on-line or in hard copy . (Integrateds are omitted
because they cannot be identified in the current simplified VALS classification instrument.) Some 3.500
tables of data are available covering demographics .
media usage. consumption of about 700 products .
numerous acti vi ties . and the like . V ALS participants
who are also members of Simmons have access. in
addition. to data on several thousand product brands
and media specifics .
.
These data are ' applied by researchers to segment
markets . estimate market size. position products and
services. and so forth. The automobile provides a
familiar example of this kind of application. VALS
data show that Achievers buy more large and luxury
cars; Belongers hmd toward "family-sized" cars; the
Societally Conscious purchase more gas-savers ;
muscle cars are bought by Emulators and Experientials; the Need-Drivens purchase used cars. Further.
big differences exist in how many cars the various
lifestyle households are likely to own. their assess ment of features desired in a car. how they use cars.
and the country of origin. The Inner-Directeds. for
ex-ample. are far more likely to buy a foreign-made
car than are the patriotic. America-first Belongers.

Product Development, Packaging,
and Design
The kind of thinking that goes into matching an
advertisement with the consumer can also be applied
in product development or modification . packaging.
and design. Basically. the target audience is first

defined in terms of attitudes. demographics. activities. needs. hopes. and the like. The critical dimensions relevant to the product are identified. and a
multidimensional consume'r profile is prepared. The
problem then is to match this profile as exactly as
possible in the design and development of the product or package . One member of VALS uses our fore- .
casts of value trends to profile consumers 5 years
ahead. This is helpful becau!'je development of that
company's products requires at least that much lead
time.

Strategic
One 01 the most difficult-yet crucial-problems in
long-range strategic planning is to understand
changing human values and to incorporate trends
into plans. VALS provides "values futures" in the
form of four scenarios for the 1980s selected to
reflect high. middle. and low economic progress plus
a "transformation" scenario depicting a major swing
toward inner-direction and a lifestyle of voluntary
simplicity. Probable quantitative and qualitative
shifts in the V ALS typology are described for each of
these scenarios . In addition. several V ALS reports
detail how this material can be used in long-range
strategic planning. These have been written by
respected individuals in the planning field. such as
Ian Wilson. Donald Michael. Willis Harman. James
·Ogilvy. Peter Schwartz. and William Royce.

Advertising
Advertising agencies are among the most acute and
imaginative users of VALS. Insights drawn from
lifestyle research are used not only to select optimum
media schedules . but also to select themes and
ambiances best suited to target consumers.
Attuning the advertisement perfectly to the consumer is a high art that requires the creative leap from
the closely defined target to the compelling expressive appeal. Successful leaps are -often beautifully
simple and very effective. Few campaigns have used
theme symbology more adroitly than the Merrill
Lynch series. The bull symbol. of course. is appro:
priate for an investment firm. But. originally. the
symbol was a thundering herd of bulls (and some-
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how everyone heard they'd been photographed in
Mexico!). With the insight that the key image of
investors is that of the Achiever came the image of "a
breed apart" to replace the Belonger symbol of the
herd. To follow up on the basic symbolism, a series of
breed-apart bull commercials were designed to re flect different financial predicaments: the bull sheltered in a cave from financial storms ; the bull pawing
through the snow for grass in hard times; the bull in
good times crossin'g a babbling river to reach the rich
pastures on the other side ; the bull threRding a maze,
stalking through a china shop, uncovering a needle in
a haystack, and many others. These themes aligned
the corporate image with -the rugged individualism
and "can do" spirit of Achievers.

Human Resources
A final important area in which VALS is frequently
applied is the domain of human resources. The key
applications are:
• Developing recruitment strategies, matching individuals to jobs.
• Designing benefits attractive to employees witl\"
differing lifestyles.
• Career planning.
• Selecting leaders able to build teams from diverse
personnel.
• Sales training to identify lifestyle types and hence
improve sales productivity.

Marie Spengler, Director, VALS Program

REACH
Reach is a
TWItkrs
of
Communities magazine. Listings should
be JO-/JO words in length. typewriting
We reserve the right to edit.
a minimum of six
Dated material
weeks lead time. Feedback on responses
to listings. as well as donations.
Dondi. Twin Oaks

be high tech. We need some help with this
house. Please contact us immediately!
At the same time, we'd like to live in the
country on a cooperative farm not too far'
from Philadelphia. We wish to establish
organic vegies and fruit, spiritual healing,
high tech, high vibes, high times, and lots
of music.

Sarah and Bill Rose
436 N. 33rd St.
Phila., PA 19104

"*

People Looking
"*

We are a couple with 3 young children
interested in buying land in Minnesota or
Wisconsin. We would like to locate near
people interested in, sharing alternative
schooling and various aspects of intentional community. Also important in our
lives are political activism, feminism,
rural living and nurturing. We need to
locate within a 2 hour drive of St. Paul. If
you are interested, or know of any
communities, alternative schools or daycares, rural co-ops, or interested families
in the area, please contact us.
Also, if you have any experience or
information you could share on home
schooling or alternative schools (especially in Minnesota or Wisconsin), please
write. I have an education degree, but am
not certified.

And! Oesterreich
Rt. 1, Box 147
Mayer, MN 55360

"*

Bill and I have a house in West
Philadelphia behind the art museum. We
would like to use this house as a sort of
outpost in the city to promote wholistic
living (alternative school? co-op? concerts? city garden on roof?). The house is
all ready for major repairs, hopefully to
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We are a mature, responsible, industrious couple with a son (6 in December)
who are looking for a community in New
England where there are other children
who are being home schooled. We would
like to live with supportive, caring people
who are concerned with healthy living,
growing own food, constructing living
spaces, and educating their children in a
loving environment. We are not into
drugs, religious extremism, or having a
charismatic leader. We look forward to
hearing from you!

Diane and Michael Landis
II0 Yz Conway St.
Greenfield, MA 01301

stable and mature people of all ages,
preferably with some outside work skills
or steady income and some capital to
invest. We are firm believers that good
structuring provides more freedom for
individuality. Our 'rules' lay more along
the live of conservatism of time, money
and resources . We tend to integrate with
the surrounding community rather than
generate an 'us against them' attitude.
Eventually we hope to open and operate a
natural foods store in the 'county, possibly
stocking many of our own food and craft
items.
The land and existing buildings lend
, themselves to a central community house
and individual sleeping clusters around it.
We are not presently equipped to
handle heavy personal problems, drugs,
booze, unhealthy or radical attitudes
about anything. We welcome all types and
ages of people as long as we can see
definite parallels in basic life styles and
goals.
There's lots to do and good folks to do
it with in a secluded rural/pastoral Ozark
locality. McDonald County is beautiful
America - thirty years ago!
Write us or call us and tell us about
yourselves.

,

Groups Looking
"*

Although West Walden Farm has been
in existence for nearly two years, we are
still a 'Community in Dialogue'. At three
adults and two children, we are slowly,
steadily refining and redefining our mem- '
bership. Individuals or small families who
enjoy hard work, family fun (teasing,
pranks, swimming holes & homemade ice
cream on the back porch) like to grow and
make their own food, care fot each other
lovingly, on-premises 'right-livelihood' ,
lots of good stimulating reading and
discussion, and homestead living, could
find a permanent home here. We need

West Walden Farm
Rt . I, Box 225
Anderson, MO 64831
(417) 845-6597

"*

The Keristan Islanders are looking for
two categories of people: People who can
join the community and people who wish
to make use of a major new undertaking
we've begun as part of our 27th Anniversary celebration. We've just established
the Network Clearinghouse for Community Organizing. Marilyn Ferguson called
to our attention the idea that what's really
needed now is a network clearinghouse to
put all the people in the Aquarian
Conspiracy (all individuals and/ or specific, independent, autonomous groups
who identify with the idea of higher

consciousness) in touch with each other.
Back in 1975 we began the Utopian
Liaison Office with a simple questionnaire to link people by very special
interests. We had approximately fifty
interests mentioned with lots of opportunity for people to represent a variety of
special interests as a basis for crossmatching. Now we are in the process of
obtaining computers so that the entire
concept can be carried out in a much more
sophisticated manner.
'
In order for someone to qualify to
apply for membership in the Keristan
Islands intentional community, shelhe
must be extremely interested in the subject
of communal living from an intellectual
angle. We analyze everything and participate in probing conversations featuring
direct, verbal confrontation of contradictions any individual may exhibit. In order
for someone to qualify to apply for
membership in the Network Clearinghouse for Community Organizing, which
is maintained by the Utopian Philanthropists' Society (a program of Kerista)
shelhe must be interested in lifestyle
quality enhancement. It's not just for
people who are interested in using the
to meet people. It's for people who
wish to use the service to tell us what their
very special interests are - we'll produce
reports and learning programs on these'
areas. Write for a free Prospectus on the
community and the Clearinghouse.
Keristan Islands
543 Frederick St.
San Francisco, CA 94117
(415) 753-1314/665-2988

*

Appletree Commune (est. '74) is 6
adults - three full members, one provisional member, and two potential members with their baby. We also support two
teenagers. We want about 20 members.
We now live in a rented house near
Cottage Grove, and we plan to buy land
in the next year. We belong to the
Federation of Egalitarian Communities.
. We are non-sexist, non-ageist, non-racist,
non-violent. We value cooperative decision-making and open communication,
conflict resolution, self-actualization,
communal child-rearing, and healthy diet.
We have a work credit system and income
pooling. Full members gradually donate
their assets . We are developing communal
businesses that reflect our interests.
We have no spiritual affiliation, but
any member is free to develop their own.
There is no standard form for intimate
relationships, but it is high priority that
we are each satisfied.
Arrange visits by correspondence only.
For a brochure on Appletree in more
'
detail, write us .
Appletree Commune
P.O. Box 5
Cottage Grove, OR 97424-0001
(503) 942-4372

*

We are the Federation of Egalitarian '
Communities. Presently 6 communities,
Appletree, Dandelion, East Wind, Sandhill, Twin Oaks, and Chrysallis (as a
community in dialogue), are joined together with agreements of non-violence,
equality of all people, and cooperation.
Our communities hold our land, labor
and other resources in common, have a
participatory form of government, and '
assumes responsibility for taking care of
its members' needs .
The Federation is 7 years old. Our
communities are up to 16 years old. We
range from 7-85 members in ourcommunities . Our ages presently range from
newborn to 65. We want to grow.
Individually as communities ' we want to
get larger and as a Federation of communities we want to expand. We see me
communities movement as a world wide
network, offering individuals a communal alternative to traditional societies. If
you are a community already existing or
an individual looking to join a community
such as ours, please write to us.

The Federation of Egalitarian
Communities
cl o East Wind Community

Tecumseh, Missouri 65760

, EGALITARIAN IDEALISTS
OF THE WORLD UNITE!
A mental health maintenance core
group is now operational with ten adult
females and seven adult males aspiring
to grow to 60 adult women and 60 adult
men. The new paradigm is a "best-friend
identity cluster" utilizing polyfidelity and a
balanced rotational sleeping schedule.
All males opt for voluntary sterilization
(vasectomy). Females have been burdened with the responsibility for population control up until now; it's time for
males to shoulder that responsibility. An
introductory prospectus describes our
ideals and our story. It's free to serious,
nonseparatist feminists who agree that
population control is the foremost problem on the planet. Write about yourself:
Keristan Islands Best Friendship Cooperative, 543 Frederick St., San Francisco, CA 94117.
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Human beings concerned
about planet
How to be human
together
in small enough groupings
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toward spiritual growth
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make contact

